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ABSTRACT 

Renewable Energy Sources (RES) like wind & Photovoltaic (PV) generation are evolving 

as a clean, sustainable and cost-effective solution to meet increasing energy needs in 

future low carbon power systems. Wind/PV penetration in power systems is increasing 

due to various subsidies and support schemes from the governments, apart from technical 

improvements in generation systems. Large integration of uncertain wind/PV generation 

with the grid would displace conventional generation at a fast rate and impose 

uncertainties of wind speed, cloud transients, solar insolation, etc. Displacement of 

synchronous generation with these uncertain generation sources is likely to create several 

operational challenges for the grid operators, such as reduction in system inertia, 

generation-load imbalance, increase in frequency response requirement, and system 

operational risk. This necessitates a wider understanding of the system operational 

challenges arising out of large RES penetration in the grid, to create opportunities for 

reliable and secure system operation.  

Frequency response is the inherent ability of the system or elements of the system to 

maintain generation-load balance at the time of frequency deviation. Based on the 

response delivery time frames, the frequency response is classified as Primary Frequency 

Response (PFR), secondary frequency response and tertiary frequency response. PFR is 

generally delivered completely within 20 seconds. It is implemented through governor 

controller assisted by the system’s moment of inertia and frequency dependent load 

response. Secondary frequency response is delivered within few minutes and implemented 

by Automatic Generation Controller (AGC) often referred to as Load Frequency 

Controller.  Tertiary frequency response is the manual control actions taken by the System 

Operator (SO) to bring back the frequency at nominal value and is delivered in minutes to 

hours. 

Recent studies on frequency response assessment in interconnections worldwide 

indicate declining frequency response capability over the last decade. Some of the 

identified reasons include steam power plants working on sliding pressure operating 

mode; nuclear units working in blocked governor mode; low inertia in the new generator 

designs; lack of individual reserves available with utilities, etc. These reasons have 

prompted industry-wide efforts and forced SO to ensure adequate frequency response in 

future low carbon power system.  
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In this regard, the main focus of this thesis is to develop a mechanism for the 

assessment of system inertia and PFR adequacy in system operations under uncertain RES 

generation. Due to RES generation uncertainty, system operation like Unit Commitment 

(UC) becomes a challenging decision-making problem. Hence, this research concentrates 

on the development of efficacious algorithms for RES uncertainty characterization and its 

representation in decision-making problems like UC.  The obtained UC decisions 

contribute in investigating important aspects of frequency response viz. estimation and 

prediction of system inertia condition, PFR requirement, the optimal combination of 

generators required for PFR adequacy, within a comprehensive framework.  

The research work in this thesis begins with addressing wind/PV generation 

uncertainty modelling problem. Stochastic nature of wind/PV power can be modeled using 

the Auto-Regressive Integrated Moving Average (ARIMA) model. ARIMA is a 

benchmark model for modeling stochastic process like prediction of electricity prices, load 

and goods prices. It works on stationary time series data. Uncertainty modelling with 

ARIMA model requires a degree of differentiation and order of suitable model. Wind/PV 

power uncertainty is modelled by considering 1000 wind/PV power scenario generations. 

After scenario generation, backward reduction algorithm is utilized to obtain ten 

representative scenarios. It is observed that both generated and reduced scenarios vary 

around their mean value, with a 95 percent confidence interval.  

Scenario-based stochastic approach model RES uncertainty precisely, but requires 

computationally demanding simulations. To handle the computational burden interval 

forecast technique is proposed in the literature. It is a robust technique, which requires less 

computational effort than the stochastic approach. In Interval forecast, uncertainty is 

modeled with three non-probabilistic scenarios (i.e. central forecast, upper bound & lower 

bound). Hence, it requires less computational time but produces conservative and thus 

expensive generation schedules. This is because of the constraints imposed on the 

feasibility of transitions, from lower to upper bound of wind/PV power interval, and vice 

versa, between any two consecutive time periods. Such extreme transitions have a low 

probability and could be replaced by less severe ramp constraints. The advantage and 

limitations of interval and scenario approaches are incorporated to develop a modified 

interval algorithm. In the proposed algorithm, uncertainty is modeled using upper and 

lower bounds, as in the interval formulation, but inter-hour ramp requirements are based 

on five artificial net load scenarios and hence accurately capture the expected wind/PV 

power output and reduce the computational burden.  
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Uncertainty in wind/PV generation forecast and its characterization in UC, requires 

large reserve capacity to maintain the generation load balance. The deterministic UC are 

widely used to schedule the reserves. However, these formulations did not consider 

probabilistic modeling and cost benefits of maintaining reserves. Scenario-based 

Stochastic UC (SUC) formulation is used to schedule operating reserves, while wind/PV 

power scenario generation technique is used to address the associated uncertainty. This 

technique considers probabilistic modeling and reduces the operating cost, however, 

obtaining a SUC solution is more challenging computationally as it considers a large 

number of scenarios. Scenario reduction technique is used to mitigate the computational 

burden. However, an insufficient number of scenarios usually leads to a less accurate 

solution and in turn, increases the operating cost. 

In this context, a novel computationally fast Modified Interval UC (MIUC) 

computational framework is proposed with the objective to minimize the operation cost. 

Modified interval forecast algorithm is used to characterize the wind/PV power 

uncertainty. In addition to generation scheduling this work further contributes by PFR 

scheduling of generators. As PFR was inherently available with conventional generation, 

it's scheduling within UC received relatively little attention. Large wind/PV generation in 

existing power system increase the requirement of PFR services, as the existing wind/PV 

generators are weak in providing inertia and PFR. This necessitates optimal PFR 

schedules from UC. PFR scheduling is required to make frequency stable at an 

intermediate state, following the largest infeed loss.  

To highlight the efficacy of the proposed MIUC model, a systematic comparative 

assessment with SUC is carried out, for computational, cost performance, PFR scheduling 

performance, the impact of frequency response parameter variation, and RES curtailment. 

Computationally fast solutions obtained through the proposed MIUC model, within 

acceptable time intervals, can strongly benefit system operations. 

In addition to PFR scheduling under wind/PV uncertainty, estimation of system inertia 

is essential considering grid’s frequency security. System inertia is a key power system 

characteristic which provides instant support to the frequency, following contingencies 

like large infeed loss. There is a limited understanding of system behaviour to provide 

inertia & PFR with high renewable penetration. Currently, SOs hardly assess system 

inertia impact to calculate future PFR requirement, which is planned/procured for an 

expected worst-case contingency. As system inertia condition varies over a day’s time, 

fixed PFR estimation based on the worst-case scenario is not efficient. Hence, it is 
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imperative to predict system inertia condition for upcoming hours, considering the current 

operation status of all generators. Using this information, expected system inertia could be 

calculated for each hour.  

In this regard, this research work contributes by proposing a novel exposition and 

methodology to predict system inertia condition over a day with incremental wind 

generation, following the largest infeed loss. ROCOF and frequency deviation are 

considered as a security criterion to obtain maximum wind penetration limit considering 

network codes. Impact of variation in frequency security parameters on operation cost and 

wind curtailment is assessed, to obtain suitable ROCOF setting for minimum wind 

curtailment. Results provide information of system inertia condition and PFR availability, 

along with maximum wind generation limit, without violating system security criteria. 

This would help SO in the assessment of required PFR to handle contingencies, like 

largest generation outage of the system.  

Wind/PV integration lead to both diversifications of generation sources and an 

increase in overall cost due to the additional frequency response requirement. A recent 

analysis in the National Grid, United Kingdom reveals that PFR requirements are expected 

to increase significantly over the next 15 years. Scenario-based study is performed for 

different combinations of RES generation for computation of PFR requirements caused 

due to uncertainty. It is concluded that PFR requirements and impact of uncertainty is 

reduced with RES mix. Diversified RES mix provides smooth generation portfolio. Hence, 

generation predictability would increase and the probability of extremes values would 

decrease. This would result in a reduction in overall PFR requirements. Conventional and 

RES generation have an idiosyncratic effect on system frequency and there is limited 

understanding of PFR requirement with various generation mix characteristics.  

In this context, finally, this thesis contributes by proposing a novel exposition of 

optimal generation mix with the objective to reduce operation cost, while maintaining 

systems’ frequency response ability. Assessment of PFR adequacy with diversified 

generation mix is proposed and overall cost performance is analyzed for different cases. 

ROCOF setting and frequency deviation are considered as frequency security limit to 

obtain an optimal generation mix. Results obtained provide optimal generation output, 

PFR contribution from different generating units.  Operation cost is reduced with the 

addition of wind and PV generation. However, the overall cost is increased because of the 

high investment cost of wind & PV unit.  Optimal generation mix is obtained through step 

by step evaluation of system frequency security criteria.  
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In view of the growing penetration of wind/ PV power in interconnections globally, 

the research work presented in this thesis offers an innovative mechanism to mitigate 

system inertia and PFR challenges under uncertainty. This is an evolving research area for 

the industry and requires novel mechanisms to handle the same. The research proposed in 

this thesis offers solutions within acceptable operational time frames. This would help SO 

to handle inevitable contingencies like largest infeed loss. Moreover, the proposed model 

has the potential to offer solutions for the PFR ancillary service market clearing and 

dispatch in future low carbon systems. 

Proposed research work could be extended to investigate synthetic inertia provision 

from wind turbines/PV to support the frequency response. In addition to this, inertia 

related market design, PFR contribution from technologies like interruptible load, energy 

storage, and the electric vehicle could be the future scope of the proposed work. 
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, ,w t nW   Wind farm w  output power for scenario n  in time interval t  (MW). 

n   Probability of scenario n . 

VOLL   Value of loss load ($/MW-h). 
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LIST OF ABBREVIATIONS 

 

The abbreviations used in the text have been defined at appropriate places, however, for easy 

reference, the list of abbreviations is given below. 

 

Abbreviation Explanation 

ACF Auto Correlation Function  

ACE Area Control Error 

AGC Automatic Generation Controller 

ARIMA Auto Regressive Integrated Moving Average 

AR Auto Regressive  

ERCOT Electric Reliability Council of Texas 

FSM-O Over Frequency Sensitive Mode 

FSM-U Under Frequency Sensitive Mode 

KD Kantorovich Distance  

MA Moving Average 

MILP Mixed Integer Linear Programming 

MIUC Modified Interval Unit Commitment  

NERC North American Electric Reliability Corporation 

PACF Partial Auto Correlation Function  

PFR Primary Frequency Response 

PV Photovoltaic  

RES Renewable Energy Sources 

RTS Reliability Test System 

ROCOF Rate of Change of Frequency  

SUC Stochastic Unit Commitment 

SO System Operator 

UC Unit Commitment 

UFLS Under Frequency Load Shedding  
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Chapter – 1 

INTRODUCTION  

1.1 Background  

The dynamic behaviour of modern power systems poses a formidable challenge for SO to 

maintain generation-demand balance. Controlling the system frequency by maintaining the 

generation-demand balance is critical characteristics of power system security. Continuous 

variation in power consumption, because of switching on and off of loads cause 

generation-demand imbalance. This imbalance should be corrected within a short span of 

time otherwise, system frequency would vary from the nominal value. Large frequency 

variations due to contingency, like generation outage or loss of load, may cause serious 

threats to stability and security of the system. This may further lead to damage of 

important system equipment’s or shut down of the system. Hence, constant frequency and 

generation-load balance are identified as the primary aspect for normal operation of power 

systems. 

Conventional power systems have an inherent frequency response ability to stabilize 

initial frequency deviations, following generation-load imbalances [1], [2]. The term 

frequency response is traditionally used by the industry to describe how an interconnected 

system behaves on stabilizing the frequency, after a sudden loss of generation. According 

to North American Electric Reliability Corporation (NERC) standard, calculation of 

frequency response can be performed by calculating the size of the lost generation to the 

resulting net change in system frequency, once frequency has stabilized. Frequency 

response is measured as megawatts (MW) per 0.1Hz [1]. 

Modernization of electrical power generation technologies and global low carbon 

energy requirement provides opportunities for RES to meet the ever-increasing energy 

demand. Among the variety of RES, wind, and PV power are contributing the largest 

share with approximately 500 GW of wind and 300 GW of PV installed worldwide in 

2017 [3],[4]. Larger integration of these RES into the grid will displace the conventional 

generation at a faster rate. Displacement of synchronous generation with non–synchronous 

generators have adverse effects on system frequency response [5]-[8]. The formidable 

challenge for the SO is to maintain the system frequency within the specified limits. 

Frequency response adequacy assessment with large generation share from uncertain 

RES is a timely research challenge for the interconnections worldwide. The present work 
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considers several issues related to the development of frequency response mechanism, in 

low carbon power systems. Motivations for such issues are discussed in the next 

subsection.  

1.2 Motivation for the Present Work 

Uncertain RES generation characteristics would create several new challenges for SO in 

terms of frequency response adequacy. Recent studies on frequency response assessment 

in global interconnections like European interconnections, Western interconnection and 

Eastern interconnections, USA, indicate frequency response decline over the last decade 

[9]-[11]. One of the main reason for this declination is displacement of synchronous 

generators with non-synchronous RES generation. Hence, frequency response assessment 

with large RES is an issue of concern for the SO aiming to enhance the power system 

security. Frequency response capability of the system is highly dependent on system 

operation decisions. Thus, a detailed study of system operation under uncertain wind & 

PV generation is necessary for understanding SO’s frequency response adequacy problem 

in the right perspective.  

Due to wind/PV uncertainty, system operations like UC becomes a challenging 

decision-making problem [12]. Accurate modeling of involved uncertainties is necessary 

to solve these decision-making problem, which can be modeled in a stochastic 

optimization framework [13]. In such a framework, parameters affected by uncertainties 

are generally modeled as a stochastic process or scenarios. Scenarios are possible products 

of the arbitrary process with corresponding probabilities. A large number of scenarios are 

essential for precise modeling of any uncertainty. However, due to computational 

complexity and time limitations, generated scenarios are required to be reduced without 

changing their statistical properties significantly [14], [15]. For scenario reduction, two 

algorithms are generally used, namely backward reduction and forward selection [16], 

[17]. These algorithms have been used for modeling demand and financial market 

uncertainties, and the same can be extended to model wind/PV power uncertainty. 

Scenario-based stochastic approach model RES uncertainty precisely, but requires 

computationally demanding simulations. This requires computationally fast algorithms to 

model the same. An interval forecast approach is discussed in the literature that requires 

less computational effort than the stochastic approach [18]. In Interval forecast, 

uncertainty is modeled with three non-probabilistic scenarios (i.e. central forecast, upper 

bound & lower bound). Hence, it requires less computational time but produces 
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conservative and thus expensive generation schedules [19]. Hence, the advantages of 

interval and scenario approaches could be incorporated to model the wind/PV power 

uncertainty. 

Large wind/PV generation in existing power system would increase the requirement of 

frequency response, as these generators are weak in providing inertial response and PFR. 

This necessitates optimal PFR schedules from UC. As PFR was inherently available with 

conventional generation, it's scheduling within UC received relatively little attention [20]. 

Hence, a framework is required that contain initial transient frequency behavior within the 

prescribed limits and perform generator PFR scheduling to make frequency stable.  

Another issue in addition to PFR scheduling under uncertainty is the prediction of 

system inertia condition and assessment of PFR requirement in the low carbon power 

system. Currently, SOs hardly assess system inertia impact to calculate future PFR 

requirement, which is planned/procured for an expected worst-case contingency [21]. 

System inertia is a key power system characteristic which provides instant support to the 

frequency, following contingencies like large infeed loss [2], [22]. There is a limited 

understanding of system behaviour to provide inertia & PFR with high RES generation. 

An understanding of these requirements during contingencies would provide knowledge 

about permissible renewable penetration that grids could withstand, following network 

regulations.  

Frequency-related issues, such as the operation of frequency controlled reserves, 

ROCOF protection setting, UFLS, and PFR deployment need a proper assessment of 

system inertia condition for secure system operation. Future system operability 

requirements of interconnections strongly recommend development of methods for 

securing system inertia & PFR adequacy during normal and contingency conditions with 

evolving generation mix [23]. Increasing RES share in overall generation mix would pose 

additional formidable challenges from the technical and economical point of view. 

Reduced system frequency response would make system frequency more sensitive to 

changes in supply and demand. This would lead to quick frequency deviations, following 

the loss of generation and load.  

Motivated from these aspects, the research work undertaken in this thesis aims to 

develop frequency response adequacy assessment under large integration of uncertain 

wind/PV generation. It characterizes uncertainty involved in the wind/PV power, further 

represent it to frequency response constrained generation and PFR scheduling framework. 

Uncertainties are represented through scenarios & modified interval forecast. In addition 
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to PFR scheduling, prediction of system inertia condition is performed to assess the PFR 

requirement under uncertain wind/PV generation. Further, optimal generation mix is 

assessed for securing inertia and PFR adequacy following frequency security criteria like 

ROCOF and frequency nadir. 

1.3 Contributions of the Present Work 

The objectives of this research work include the study of frequency response mechanism, 

particularly for system inertia and PFR adequacy under wind/PV power uncertainties. The 

main contributions of this thesis are follows: 

i. On the basis of critical survey of literature pertaining to frequency response and large-

scale wind/PV power penetration in the power systems, an overview of frequency 

response along with associated issues is presented. This detailed study helps to 

understand the considered problem in low carbon power systems. 

ii. The initial part of this thesis work contributes by proposing wind/PV power uncertainty 

modelling techniques. To model these uncertainties through scenarios and 

computationally fast modified interval forecast, this thesis proposes efficacious 

algorithms for wind/PV power scenarios & modified interval forecast approach. Time 

series based ARIMA model is used for scenario generation and modified interval 

forecast, while probability distance based backward reduction is used for scenario 

reduction. In modified interval forecast five ramping scenarios are framed to accurately 

capture the expected wind/PV power output. Proposed modified interval algorithm is 

useful for the pragmatic characterization of wind/PV power uncertainties in frequency 

response constrained UC.     

iii. Frequency response constraints modelling in SUC framework is computationally 

demanding. Hence, a novel computationally fast MIUC formulation framework to 

include the system’s frequency response constraints is proposed. The framework 

directly aims to contain initial transient frequency behavior within the prescribed 

system security criteria. Further, it demonstrates the efficacy of proposed MIUC model 

through the systematic comparative assessment with SUC, for the impact of variation 

of frequency response parameters on operation cost and wind curtailment; and for 

computational and cost performance with varying wind penetration. MIUC formulation 

offers ultra-fast solutions, as it takes less than half the computational time as compared 

to SUC and has the potential to provide fast solutions to processes, like frequency 

response constrained dispatch and market clearing in low carbon systems. 
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iv. In addition to frequency response modelling in generation scheduling framework, PFR 

scheduling from committed generators is required to make frequency stable at quasi-

steady-state, following generation outage. PFR was inherently available with 

conventional generation. Hence, its scheduling received little attention. In this work, 

novel exposition of PFR scheduling is proposed to find the PFR availability at 

frequency nadir and quasi-steady-state following the largest generation outage of the 

system. This assessment would help SO to estimate PFR requirement for worst-case 

contingencies. 

v. As system inertia condition varies over a day’s time, fixed PFR estimation based on the 

worst-case scenario is not efficient. Hence, it is imperative to forecast system inertia 

condition for upcoming hours, considering the current operation status of all generators. 

Hence, a novel exposition is proposed to predict system inertia condition with 

incremental RES generation, following the largest infeed loss. ROCOF and frequency 

nadir are considered as a security criterion to obtain maximum RES penetration limit 

considering network codes. Investigate the impact of variation in frequency security 

parameters on operation cost and wind & PV curtailment, to obtain suitable ROCOF 

setting for minimum RES curtailment.  

vi. Large generation share from RES like wind and PV in overall generation mix would 

cater real-time operational issues for the utilities to deliver inertia and PFR. There is a 

need to find optimal generation mix for securing adequate inertia and PFR. Hence, a 

novel exposition of optimal generation mix is proposed with the objective of reduced 

operation cost while maintaining systems’ frequency response. Assessment of PFR 

adequacy with diversified generation mix is carried out and overall cost performance is 

analysed for different generation mix cases. ROCOF setting and frequency nadir are 

considered as frequency security limit to obtain optimal generation mix. Results 

obtained through the proposed approach would be helpful for SO in order to obtain the 

optimal generation combination for maintaining system security and reliability. 

1.4 Organization of the Thesis   

Chapter organization is an important part of the thesis that provides a complete overview 

of the thesis. Current chapter introduces major issues involved in frequency response 

adequacy under uncertain wind/PV generation. It analyses the involved problems in this 

area that motivated the work, and further contributions to the present thesis. The pictorial 

representation of the thesis structure is shown in Fig. 1.1. Colored boxes are used to show 
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the flow of research objectives and theoretical background of the problem. White boxes 

indicate introductory literature related to the proposed approach, conclusion, summary of 

significant findings and future scope of the work. Blue boxes indicate the modelling of 

frequency response constraints implemented in proposed chapters. Yellow boxes 

demonstrate the use of uncertainty modelling in the proposed objectives. Violet boxes 

depict the  UC modelling implemented in the proposed work. Green boxes show the 

system inertia and PFR estimation and red boxes represents the generation mix problem. 

Rest of the chapters of this thesis are organized as follows: 

Chapter 2 provides a comprehensive literature review on issues pertaining to 

frequency response mechanism in low carbon power system, including those of 

uncertainty modeling, frequency response constrained generation and PFR scheduling, 

prediction of system inertia condition and optimal generation mix. It offers details on 

causes, models and solutions approaches of the associated issues. This study is helpful to 

understand the frequency response adequacy challenges with uncertain RES.      

Chapter 3 discusses wind/ PV power uncertainty modelling though scenarios and 

modified interval forecast. In the proposed modified interval model, the advantages of 

interval and scenario approaches are incorporated. A time series based ARIMA model is 

used for interval forecast and scenario generation. Probability Distance Based Backward 

Reduction is used for scenario reduction. The wind/PV uncertainty modelling algorithms 

proposed in this work could be used for pragmatic characterization of uncertainty in 

decision making problems. 

Chapter 4 proposes frequency response constrained computationally fast MIUC 

approach for generation and PFR scheduling under uncertainty. A comparative assessment 

is carried out between proposed MIUC and SUC approach in terms of operational cost, 

PFR cost, PFR schedule and computational time. MIUC formulation offers ultra –fast 

solution and could be used to obtain fast solutions to processes, like frequency response 

constrained dispatch and market clearing in low carbon systems. 

Chapter 5 presents an exposition and methodology for prediction of system inertia 

condition and PFR requirement with incremental wind generation, following the largest 

infeed loss. ROCOF and frequency nadir are considered as a security criterion to obtain 

maximum wind penetration limit considering network codes. Further, impact assessment 

is carried out for variation in frequency security parameters on operation cost and wind 

curtailment. This assessment provides a system specific suitable ROCOF setting for 

minimum wind curtailment.  
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Fig. 1.1: Thesis Structure. 
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Chapter 6 investigates the optimal generation mix for system inertia and PFR 

adequacy in low carbon power system with the objective to reduce operation cost while 

maintaining systems’ frequency response ability. Assessment of PFR adequacy with 

diversified generation mix is analysed with overall cost performance for different 

generation mix cases. Optimal generation mix is obtained through step by step evaluation 

of system frequency security criteria. Optimal combination of generators obtained through 

proposed approach would be helpful for SO to assess system inertia and PFR requirement 

for power system security and reliability. 

Chapter 7 summarizes the main findings the work presented in this thesis and 

suggests directions for future research scope in this area.   

Finally, Appendix A provides data of the one area IEEE Reliability Test System (RTS) 

used in the proposed case studies.  
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Chapter – 2 

LITERATURE REVIEW  

2.1 Introduction 

Future low carbon power systems would see an enhancement in the frequency response 

requirement. This requirement is due to the rapid increase in the share of non-synchronous 

RES generation like wind and PV, in the interconnections over the world. A recent 

analysis at National Grid, United Kingdom reveals that PFR requirement would increase 

at a faster pace over the next two decades. Over the next few years, there would be an 

increase of about 30-40% [23]. An interconnected grid must have adequate frequency 

response to respond to a variety of inevitable contingency events and ensure quick 

restoration of the generation-demand balance. High RES penetration into the grid creates 

multiple system operational concerns for the SOs, such as declining quantum of system 

inertia & PFR, handling of uncertain & intermittent generation characteristics [5]-[8].  

Frequency-related problems like frequency-controlled reserve requirement, ROCOF 

relay setting, UFLS, and PFR requirement, need wider investigation for secure power 

system operation. Future system operability framework of interconnections, strongly 

recommends the development of methods to accurately estimate frequency response 

requirement during normal and disturbance conditions [67], [68]. These challenges 

prompted industry-wide efforts by the national and regional operators to develop 

understanding and increase transparency by highlighting mitigation efforts to ensure 

frequency response adequacy. 

Traditionally, India’s electricity generation mix is dominated by thermal and hydro 

power. With the government’s increased focus on greening the power sector, India targets 

to install 175 GW of grid-connected RES generation by 2022. This is expected to be 

around 37% of the installed capacity in 2022, which presently stands at 16% [115]. Most 

of the wind and PV generators are presently connected to an intra-State network and in 

future are likely to be connected to the inter-State transmission system as well. Wind and 

PV generation intermittency and uncertainty create challenges for balancing the grid and 

led the Central Electricity Regulatory Commission (CERC) to make provisions in the 

Indian Electricity Grid Code for sustainable system operation [116], [117]. CERC has 

proposed an ancillary services framework to manage power imbalances and congestion, 

aiming economy and efficiency in grid management, at the regional and national level. 
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In this regard, this chapter presents a theoretical background and review of literature 

pertaining to challenges for frequency response adequacy in uncertain low carbon power 

systems. Initially, a fundamental background on frequency response in terms of current 

scenario, conventional practice, reasons for frequency response declination and frequency 

response time frames have been provided. Next, issues pertaining to wind/PV power 

uncertainty modelling techniques required in decision-making problem are discussed. This 

uncertainty modelling is further represented in the novel framework of frequency response 

constrained MIUC approach of generation and PFR scheduling under wind penetration. 

PFR schedule could vary with the system inertia condition over a day hence, 

approaches developed to estimate system inertia and requirement of prediction of system 

inertia condition have been discussed, which is not practiced in today’s control rooms. 

Moreover, large integration of RES generation would affect the conventional generation 

mix and affect the system inertia and PFR capability. Thus, the last part of the chapter 

discusses optimal generation mix for securing system inertia and PFR adequacy. 

2.2 Need to Maintain Frequency Balance 

Larger frequency variations may cause serious threats to the stability and security of the 

system. This may lead to UFLS, damage of important system equipment’s and sometimes 

shut down of the whole system. Hence, constant frequency and generation-load balance 

are imperative for a normally operating system. 

There are a few reasons which give a basic idea about the need for maintaining 

frequency balance [27], [32]: 

• Most of the ac motors are rotating with the speeds directly related to the frequency. 

The majority of ac motor driven loads may not be sensitive to larger frequency 

fluctuations. 

• The turbine of generators especially thermal generators are designed to operate at a 

nearly constant speed. The velocity of expanding steam is uncontrollable and for 

higher turbine efficiency it is mandatory to have the synchronism of speed. 

• The power system operations can be controlled in the more profound way if the 

frequency deviations are kept within the prescribed limits. 

• Synchronous clocks are used and driven by synchronous motors, and the exactness 

of these clocks is a function of not only the frequency error but the integral of 

frequency error. 
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• UFLS, which is a drastic emergency frequency control that disconnects a large 

group of customers (loads) to protect the generator from damage at the time of 

extremely large frequency imbalance. 

2.3 Frequency Response with Conventional Generation  

According to NERC standard [1],[24] frequency response calculation can be performed by 

calculating the size of the lost generation to the resulting net change in system frequency, 

once frequency stabilizes (at Point B) as shown in Fig. 2.1.  

During a contingent event, there is a generation–demand imbalance within the grid.  

This imbalance will cause system frequency deviation from the nominal value. Small 

power mismatches cause smaller deviation of frequency which can be handled easily. 

Large frequency deviations can be a problematic situation and may lead to damage of 

equipment and even blackouts [25].  For the reliable system operation, under frequency 

deviation due to loss of generation or over frequency deviation caused by loss of load are 

severe phenomena and have to be maintained within a tolerance level.  

 

Fig. 2.1: Frequency response characteristics after generation outage event. 
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Frequency is closely related to the active power balance [26], [27]. The balance 

between generation and load demand has to be maintained by suitable control actions. 

When there is a sudden increase in active and reactive power demand and no control 

actions are taken. Neglecting losses (transmission losses, core losses in transformers and 

generators), the active power balance equation can be written as:                           

 m e aP P P= +   (1.1) 

     Where,                                                                                              

mP  : The mechanical power supplied to the generator by the prime mover [W]. 

eP  : The electrical power output of the generator [W]. 

aP  : The power accelerating (or slowing down) the generator [W]. 

Now, considering a situation when there is a balance between the electrical energy 

production and the consumption rate (i.e., m eP P=  & 0aP = ), and there is a sudden 

increase of active power demand occurs ( eP ↑). In order to maintain the active power 

balance (Eq. 1.1), the generator speed slows down ( aP ↓) and the frequency of the system 

drops. In order to maintain the active power balance and thus the frequency without the 

control actions, the mechanical power input has to be increased but the deceleration 

continues [26], [27]. The active power and frequency balance can be achieved by control 

actions within the suitable frequency response delivery time frames. These control time 

frames are broadly classified as: Primary Frequency Control and Secondary Frequency 

Control. The primary frequency control is achieved by speed governor control system and 

secondary frequency control can be achieved by load frequency control. These controls are 

described in the subsequent sections in detail. 
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Fig. 2.2: Generator frequency sensitive modes. 

 The generator can vary its active power in the range of 1.5 to 10%. Response dead band 

range and the dead band is in the range 0-500 mHz & 2-12%, respectively [28]. Fig. 2.2, 

depicts the frequency sensitive modes of generators i.e. over frequency sensitive mode 

(FSM-O) & under frequency sensitive mode (FSM-U) of generator governor based on 

droop and dead band setting. 

 In FSM-O, generators reduce its active power output in proportion to the frequency rise 

0

f

f


, where, 0f  is the nominal frequency of the system. The minimum regulating level 

is 2

max

p

P

−
 , where, maxP  is the maximum capacity. In FSM-U, generators release additional 

active power up to its maximum capacity, maxP  [29].  

2.2.1 Reasons for Frequency Response Declination 

In the USA, North American Electric Reliability Corporation (NERC) has done a lot of 

research work on the frequency response. Recent studies have shown that there is a 

declination in the frequency response in the last several years. Many physical reasons are 

responsible for this declination, these are listed below [1], [24], [30]: 

• Steam power plant working on sliding pressure operating mode (In this mode plant 

cannot meet the quick demand variations, because quick-responding valves are 
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engaged for protection of unexpected steam pressure increase that is why in this 

mode it can’t contribute to frequency response). 

• Nuclear units working in blocked governor modes. 

• Combined cycle gas-based generation gives positive frequency response this 

means that when there is a drop in frequency, the power output will also drop. This 

frequency response mode may cause serious issues like blackouts at the time of 

emergency. 

• Due to the deregulation and present structure of market, there is a lack of 

individual reserves available with utilities. 

• Less inertia in the new generator designs i.e., less mass/ MW of output. 

• Lack of incentives available for providing frequency response in the market design. 

2.2.2 Frequency Response Time Frames 

Frequency response can be classified into four different types based on the response 

delivery time, as shown in Table 2.1 [1], [2], [5]. It is the inertia of the system that 

provides the ability to arrest the initial frequency deviation. The ROCOF depends upon the 

system inertia. Higher system inertia is desirable as it provides more time to generator 

governors to respond to a frequency deviation [2], [26].  

Table 2.1: Frequency Response Time Frame 

Response Time frame 

Inertial Frequency Response 

Primary Frequency Response 

0-5 Seconds 

1-20 Seconds 

Secondary Frequency Response 4 Secs-3 Minutes 

Tertiary  Frequency Response Minutes- Hours 

PFR is the control action provided by the generator governor against the frequency 

deviation. It is generally delivered completely within 20 seconds [5]. PFR role is to 

stabilize the frequency at some intermediate state (as shown in Fig. 2.1). It is delivered by 

governor controller assisted by the system inertia and frequency sensitive load response. A 

governor controller adjusts the rotation speed of the shaft by changing the supply to the 

turbine and thus controls frequency. Governor controller also maintains system stability at 

the time of contingencies and line outages. Generator governor responds to frequency 

variations according to its droop characteristics. Generator governor droop provides the 

generator’s PFR response capability. Primary frequency controller contains a feedback 
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loop and the gain of this loop is known as speed droop and denoted by iD . It is given by 

Eq. (1.2) as: 

 0/

/
i

i

df f
D

P G
=


  (1.2) 

Where, 0f  is nominal frequency, P  is change in power output and iG  is the output 

of the generator i .  

In North America, industry practice for generator governor droop is 5 % [25]. Droop 

percentage signifies that generator output should vary from minimum to its maximum 

capacity if the system frequency varies by 5 %. 

Inertial response and PFR only limit the frequency deviation but couldn’t bring back 

the system frequency to its nominal value. Secondary frequency control is an autonomous 

action to restore the frequency to its predefined value. It is implemented by Automatic 

Generation Controller (AGC) also termed as Load Frequency Controller. The AGC is 

installed in the system which controls multiple generators inside a control area and bring 

back the frequency to its nominal value [25], [27]. It deploys reserves to restore the 

frequency closer to nominal value. AGC delivers response in seconds to minutes for the 

frequency restoration. The Governor and AGC work together, after the initial response 

from the governors (PFR). If the frequency deviation is not controlled by the primary 

response, AGC deploys regulating reserves so that frequency could be recovered back. 

The balancing authority monitors the supply-demand balance and area frequency for 

computation of the Area Control Error (ACE). ACE is the difference between net 

scheduled power and actual interchange of power at real time. If ACE is not zero, the 

balancing authority sends a signal to regulating units to drive ACE to zero. There are three 

common AGC implementation techniques [25]: 

• Constant Frequency Control: In generator power output is based only on the 

frequency deviations. This type of control is common for interconnection with a single 

balancing authority like ERCOT. If it is used in interconnections with more than one 

balancing authority, it would result in power swings. 

• Constant Net Interchange Control: AGC controls the interchange of power flows and 

avoid response to frequency deviations.  

• Tie-line Bias Control: It is the commonly used control in grids with number of 

balancing authorities. In this strategy, balancing authority is responsible for returning 

frequency to its nominal value, once the frequency get stabilize at an intermediate state. 
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Tertiary frequency control is the manual actions taken by the SO or the automatic 

change in the system to avoid the current and future contingencies. It operates on even 

longer time duration (minutes to hours). This control is used to restore the primary and 

secondary frequency control reserves, when the secondary control fails to restore the 

system frequency at the desired level [32]. Tertiary frequency control actions necessitate 

synchronised changes in generator scheduling and dispatch. It means that implementation 

of this control requires dispatch of one generator down to restore its reserve capability, 

while simultaneously dispatch another generator up to replace the power provided by the 

first generator.  

Reliability of power supply is one of the important aspects of the system operation. To 

ensure reliable operation of the system, sufficient primary and secondary frequency 

control reserves are required to accomplish demand variations during normal operations as 

well as to respond to sudden, large imbalances these are collectively known as Operating 

Reserves [10], [33]. Operating reserves can be distinguished on the basis of online, offline 

and response time. 

• On-line reserves: These resources are connected and synchronized at the real time 

with the interconnection. It includes spinning, regulating, and other on-line reserves.  

• Off-line reserves: These resources are not synchronized with the interconnection at the 

real time but could be made available at the time of emergency. It includes non-

spinning and other off-line reserves. 

• Contingency reserves: These component of operating reserves are specifically 

designed to operate at generation outage events. Therefore, they response time is very 

fast. Both spinning and non-spinning type of reserves could be used as contingency 

reserves. 

• Regulating reserves: These are another component of operating reserves that provide 

regulation. The output from generation resources is controlled centrally via dispatch 

signals from AGC systems. Therefore, these reserves must be online. 

• The remaining reserves: These type of reserves are synchronised with the system but 

running at less than full capability. These reserves are sluggish and may not respond 

quickly to the contingency events. These are also termed as other online or offline 

reserves. 

PFR and in emergency conditions, UFLS are capable of frequency stabilization after 

the sudden loss of generation. The spinning reserve component of contingency reserves is 

intentionally designed to respond to these events. Actually, when generation outage event 
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takes place, primary frequency control actions would be taken up by synchronised 

generation sources. Regulating reserves and other on-line reserves would also participate 

automatically in response to the sudden loss of generation.  

After the contingency events, frequency variations would be controlled by the mutual 

effect of all sources that are capable of providing primary frequency control. This is 

regardless of whether they are formally designated as on-line contingency (i.e., spinning) 

reserves. 

2.4 Frequency Response with Penetration of Renewable Energy 

Sources   

RES generation is weak in providing an inertial response (as mentioned in Table 2.2). As 

RES would displace synchronous generator, the system’s inherent ability to arrest and 

stabilize initial frequency deviation also gets reduced. Reduced system inertia would make 

system frequency more prone to supply and demand imbalance. This would lead to quick 

frequency deviations, following the loss of generation and/or load. 

Table 2.2: Inertial Capability of Generators 

Generator Type  Inertia Constant Inherent Inertial response 

Conventional 

Generators 

 

Hydro Turbine 2-9 s   [26] Yes 

Steam Turbine 2-9 s   [26] Yes 

Renewable 

Generators 

FSIG  Yes (lower than steam turbine) 

PMSG  Negligible [34] 

DFIG 2-6 s [35],[36] Limited 

PV Not Applicable No 

*FSIG: Fix Speed Induction Generator, PMSG: Permanent Magnet Synchronous Generator, 

DFIG: Doubly Fed Induction Generator, PV: Photo Voltaic. 

 Generation characteristics of RES, like wind and PV, are different from those of 

conventional generation. Uncertainties, such as wind speed, cloud transients, solar 

insolation, increase the operational risk and affect generator output continuously [37], 

[38], [39]. Normally, RES is equipped with frequency relay that disconnects after a 

frequency disturbance. When the RES penetration of a grid is large, a massive RES 

disconnection can lead to power system oscillations [40], [41]. As RES penetration 
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increases, the fluctuations of generated power increases whilst overall system inertia is 

reduced [9], [42]-[44]. There is a reduction in the frequency nadir and settling frequency 

because of the lack of inertial response and PFR from RES and the displacement of 

responsive conventional generation.  

There is limited understanding of required frequency response that could stabilize 

system frequency with large renewable penetration and inertia variation conditions. An 

understanding of frequency response requirement during such conditions would enhance 

flexible frequency operation strategy. This necessitates a wider understanding of the 

research challenges arising out of large penetration of uncertain RES generation in the grid 

and how uncertainty modelling techniques could be used to characterize wind/PV power 

uncertainty for reliable and secure system operation.  

2.5 Wind & PV Generation Uncertainty Characterization 

Due to wind/PV power uncertainty, system operations like scheduling and dispatch 

becomes challenging decision-making problem [12]. Accurate modeling of involved 

uncertainties is necessary to solve these decision-making problems. Uncertainties are 

generally modeled using deterministic forecasting models, which focus on the use of point 

forecast. Point forecast provides a single value of expected wind/PV power for a given 

lead-time, without any information about the possible deviation from forecasted value. 

Use of deterministic forecast for modeling decision-making problems may not provide the 

desired accuracy in solutions [12], [13], [38].  

Decision-making problems are generally formulated using stochastic optimization 

[13], [45]. In this formulation, the randomness of input parameters can be described by a 

stochastic process. Stochastic process can be characterized by scenarios. These scenarios 

are possible results of arbitrary input with corresponding probabilities.  Large quantum of 

scenarios are necessary for precise characterization of any stochastic process. The 

computational time required to solve scenario-based approaches, depends on the scenario 

number [14]-[17], [46]. Therefore, it is required to reduce the number of scenarios, in a 

manner that the reduced scenario set has a smaller number of scenarios, with minimally 

changed statistical properties [15], [16].  

Generated scenarios need to be reduced via scenario reduction techniques [16], [17], 

[47]-[50]. Scenarios can be reduced by using fast forward selection and simultaneous 

backward reduction methods [16], [17]. These methods are iterative and their 

mathematical formulation is complicated. The complexity of scenario reduction 
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algorithms can be simplified by using a probability distance based backward reduction 

algorithm, however, scenario elimination is still an iterative process. Iterative elimination 

of scenario requires large computational time when the preserved scenarios are mini scale 

as compared to generated scenarios. This reduction process needs to be accelerated for 

reducing the computational time [48]-[51].  

Scenario-based stochastic approach model RES uncertainty precisely, but requires 

computationally demanding simulations. This problem is handled using interval forecast 

in the literature. It is a robust technique, which requires less computational effort than the 

stochastic approach [18], [52]. In Interval forecast, uncertainty is modeled with three non-

probabilistic scenarios (i.e. central forecast, upper bound & lower bound). Hence, it 

requires less computational time but produces conservative and thus expensive generation 

schedules [19]. This is because of the constraints imposed on the feasibility of transitions, 

from lower to upper bound of wind/PV power interval, and vice versa, between any two 

consecutive time periods. Such extreme transitions have a low probability and could be 

replaced by less severe ramp constraints. Hence, this requires a modified interval approach 

that could consider inter hour ramp requirements and accurately capture the expected 

wind/PV output. 

On the basis of a critical review of literature pertaining to approaches or algorithms 

that have been used for modeling uncertainties through scenarios and interval forecast, 

following challenges are identified. Existing algorithms for scenario generation as well 

reduction has been used for modeling electric load and financial market uncertainties and 

their application needs to extend for modeling wind/PV power uncertainty. Uncertainty 

modelling through scenarios provides precise solutions but requires computationally 

demanding simulations. Interval approach requires less computational time but gives 

conservative solutions. Additionally, existing algorithms are complex and need to be 

simplified for modeling wind/ PV power uncertainties. Quality and stability of scenarios 

need to be considered for improving uncertainty modeling. 

2.6 Frequency Response Constrained Generation & PFR 

Scheduling Under Uncertainty 

Large wind/PV generation in existing power system increase the requirement of FR 

services, as the existing wind/PV generators are weak in providing inertia and PFR. This 

necessitates optimal PFR schedules from UC. Various computational techniques have 

been proposed to obtain the cost-efficient combination of controllable generation units, 
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which may effectively respond to penetration from intermittent wind/PV generation while 

maintaining minimal generation cost. 

Deterministic UC is widely used to schedule the reserves, while demand is modelled 

by a point forecast, and the associated uncertainty is characterised using ad-hoc reserve 

rules [53]. However, these formulations do not consider probabilistic modeling and cost 

benefits of maintaining reserves. SUC with Mixed Integer Linear Programming (MILP) 

formulation can schedule operating reserves, while wind scenario generation techniques 

can be used to address the associated uncertainty [54], [55]. These techniques consider 

probabilistic modeling and reduce the expected operating cost, however obtaining SUC 

solution is computationally challenging, as it considers a large number of scenarios [56]. 

Scenario reduction techniques are widely used to mitigate the computational burden [45]-

[50]. However, an insufficient number of scenarios usually led to a less accurate solution 

and in turn increases the operating cost [57].  

As PFR was inherently available with conventional generation, it's scheduling within 

UC received relatively little attention [20]. PFR requirement with large renewable 

penetration has increased, as non- synchronous generation sources are weak in providing 

PFR. PFR scheduling is particularly challenging as the deployment timeframe does not 

possess the broad freedom, as available in tertiary regulation. This is a rapid response 

following a contingency and has to be deployed in first 5-10 seconds [58]. Most of the 

electricity markets do not have explicit provisions for incentivizing or mandating PFR. 

Markets over the world are realizing this necessity, and are adopting it progressively. 

Presently, PFR scheduling practice in real time is available in Australian and New Zealand 

electricity market [58], [59]. PFR in day-ahead scheduling is considered in ERCOT and 

Nordic electricity markets [11], [21]. In the day-ahead market, PFR ancillary service is 

usually a multi-period security-constrained UC (SCUC) and in the real-time market, it is a 

single or multi-period security-constrained economic dispatch (SCED) [60]-[62]. PFR 

control in real-time operations makes sense from the market perspective. However, from a 

system security perspective, it makes more sense to procure PFR in day-ahead for the 

worst case contingency. 

PFR ancillary service market design incorporates reliability requirements of PFR and 

ensures incentives for synchronous inertia, PFR capacity, and responsive droop curves. 

This provides a stable and sustainable response by reduced insensitivity to frequency, 

triggering speed and full deployment of PFR [63]. Generators’ frequency response is 

modeled as a constraint of MILP based UC model [20], [53], [60]-[65]. Primary regulation 
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constraints in the UC model has been modeled, explicitly covering only steady-state 

system frequency deviation and governor droop to determine if sufficient primary reserves 

are committed [20]. However, the assessment of transient frequency behavior and 

consideration of frequency droop parameter for unit regulation has not been investigated. 

PFR and steady-state frequency response with uncertainties like thermal generation 

outage, wind generation, and demand are included along with SUC model [63]. However, 

the impact of system inertia level on PFR and frequency nadir has not been thoroughly 

investigated. Security-constrained UC with linearised system frequency constraints has 

been proposed considering inertial and PFR response [64]. The response time of all 

generators has been considered identical. However, these assumptions may not provide the 

exact deployment time of the reserves. Stochastic generation scheduling has been 

enhanced to include frequency response constraints while considering wind uncertainty 

[65]. Despite that SUC formulation is cost-effective, the need to reduce computational 

burden can’t be overlooked, considering operational time constraints.  

From the literature reviewed in this section, it can be understood that a 

computationally fast system operation framework is required to include frequency 

response constraints under uncertain wind/PV generation. 

2.7 Prediction of System Inertia Condition for PFR Adequacy 

System inertia is a key power system characteristic which provides instant support to the 

frequency, following contingencies like large infeed loss [66]. There is a limited 

understanding of system behaviour to provide inertia & PFR with high renewable 

penetration. An understanding of these requirements during such contingencies would 

provide knowledge about permissible renewable penetration that grids could withstand, 

following network regulations. Frequency-related issues, such as the operation of 

frequency controlled reserves, ROCOF protection setting, UFLS, and PFR deployment 

speed requirement need a proper assessment of available system inertia for secure system 

operation. Future system operability requirements of interconnections strongly 

recommend the development of methods to accurately estimate system inertia during 

normal and disturbance conditions [67], [68].  

Inertia estimation methods may require knowledge of the frequency and electrical 

power of every system generator, which is scantly available [69]. Inertia estimation using 
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simultaneous assessment of disturbance time and inertia uses frequency and active power 

measurement from a single location and is applicable for small systems only [70]. 

Theoretically, least square approximation based frequency disturbances estimation could 

be used to calculate system inertia [71].  System inertia calculation for Western 

Interconnection in North America is presented based on the measured frequency during 

disturbances [72]. However, its performance assessment is difficult, as it is not tested in a 

simulation environment. Great Britain system’s inertia is estimated based on aggregated 

estimates at the regional level using phasor measurement unit data [73]. An online inertia 

estimation tool prototype for ERCOT analyses the performance between generation outage 

events and maximum instant frequency deviation [5], [21].  

System inertia estimation is essential considering grid’s frequency security, but the 

prediction of system inertia condition for coming hours is always a concern for the SO 

[21], [68], [74], [75]. It is required to handle unwanted contingencies, like large infeed 

loss or loss of load, estimation of PFR requirement, UC decision making, and system 

frequency stability. As system inertia condition varies over a day’s time, fixed PFR 

estimation based on worst-case scenario is not efficient. Hence, it is imperative to forecast 

system inertia for upcoming hours, considering the current operation status of all 

generators. Using this information, expected system inertia could be calculated for each 

hour. Prior information of system inertia condition would be useful for the estimation of 

PFR requirement.  

2.8 Optimal Generation Mix for System Inertia and PFR 

Adequacy 

RES generation mix is integrated into the interconnections, in order to limit the fossil fuels 

and meet the government policy targets [76], [77]. As the generation mix on a power 

system evolves, moving away from traditional generation units, behavior of the power 

system in response to a power imbalance also changes [76], [80]. Increasing RES share in 

overall generation mix would pose additional formidable challenges from the technical 

and economical point of view. RES integration could lead to both diversifications of 

generation sources and an increase in overall cost due to the additional resource 

requirement for flexibility and hence secure system operation [85].  
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Recent analysis in the interconnection globally reveals that, PFR requirements are 

expected to increase significantly over the next 15 years. Over the next 5 years, this 

amounts to an increase of 30-40% [23], [75]. This requires efficient generation mix by 

balancing the profits of generation source variation and cost of security with the PFR 

provision. PFR requirement analysis is done for the quantification of variability and 

uncertainty of the RES [77], [86], [87].  It is observed that the PFR requirements could be 

partly compensated by the interaction of different type of loads and wind power [77]. 

Another scenario-based study is performed for different combinations of wind & solar 

power generation for the computation of PFR requirements caused due to uncertainty [86]. 

It is concluded that PFR requirements and uncertainty is reduced with RES mix [87]. 

Diversified RES mix provides smooth generation portfolio. Hence, generation 

predictability would increase and the probability of extremes values would decrease. This 

would result in a reduction in overall system frequency response requirements. 

Conventional and RES generation technology have distinctive effect on system 

frequency and there is limited understanding of frequency response adequacy with various 

generation mix characteristics. There is a need to obtain optimal generation mix for 

securing adequate inertia and PFR. This would support SO to maintain reliable and stable 

power system. 

2.9 Research Challenges 

Large-scale RES generation penetration in power systems poses formidable challenges for 

SO to meet the frequency response requirements. Development of modelling techniques 

for frequency response adequacy under wind/PV power uncertainties is a challenge 

considered for investigation in this thesis. Excellent bibliographical surveys and research 

reviews on such challenges have been published in recent years. These indicate that 

frequency response service is a potentially interesting and timely research problem for 

interconnections and power management research community over the globe. On the basis 

of critical review of literature pertaining to the considered problem, following research 

challenges have been identified.   

• Development of efficacious algorithms for wind/PV power uncertainty modelling 

through scenarios and modified interval forecast.   

• Development of novel, computationally fast MIUC formulation framework to include 

system’s fast frequency response constraints. The framework directly aims to contain 
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initial transient frequency behavior within the prescribed system security criteria, 

following the largest infeed loss. 

• PFR scheduling of committed generators, required to make frequency stable at 

intermediate state, following the largest infeed loss.  

•  Prediction of system inertia condition for PFR adequacy under uncertain wind 

generation.   

• Development of novel exposition for optimal generation mix with the objective of 

reduced operating cost while maintaining systems’ frequency response. 
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Equation Chapter 3 Section 1Chapter – 3 

WIND & PV GENERATION UNCERTAINTY MODELLING 

THROUGH SCENARIOS AND MODIFIED INTERVAL 

FORECAST 

3.1 Introduction  

Power system operations like generation scheduling and dispatch are decision-making 

problem. Decisions obtained through these operations impact the system security and 

reliability. Wind and PV power uncertainty makes this problem more critical [12]. 

Accurate modeling of involved uncertainties is necessary to solve these decision-making 

problems. The uncertainty of input parameters could be described by a stochastic process. 

The stochastic process could be characterized by scenarios. Scenarios are probable 

outcomes of arbitrary input with corresponding occurrence probability. Large quantum of 

scenarios are required for precise modeling of any stochastic process. Computational time 

required to solve scenario-based approach depends on the quantum of scenarios. 

Therefore, it is required to reduce original scenarios set, in a manner that reduced set has a 

lesser number of scenarios, with minimally changed statistical properties. However, an 

insufficient number of scenarios usually lead to a less accurate solution and in turn, 

increase the operating cost of the problem [14]-[17], [46].  

In this work modified interval forecast approach is proposed along with the scenario 

approach. Interval forecast already exists in literature and it is a robust technique, which 

requires less computational effort than the stochastic process. In interval forecast, 

uncertainty is modeled with three non-probabilistic scenarios (i.e. central forecast, upper 

bound & lower bound). Hence, it requires less computational time but produces 

conservative and thus expensive generation schedules [18], [52]. This is because of the 

constraints imposed on the feasibility of changeovers, from lower to upper bound of wind 

power interval, and vice versa, between any two consecutive time periods. Such extreme 

changeovers have a low probability and could be replaced by less severe ramp constraints. 

In the proposed modified interval model, the advantages of interval and scenario 

approaches are incorporated. Uncertainty is modeled using upper and lower bounds, as in 

the interval formulation, but inter-hour ramp requirements are based on net load scenarios 
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and hence accurately capture the expected wind and PV output. A time series based 

ARIMA model is used for interval forecast and scenario generation [51]. Probability 

Distance Based Backward Reduction is used for scenario reduction. The algorithms have 

been implemented for wind power scenario generation of wind speed historical time series 

data for the duration 01.01.2010 to 31.12.2010, online available from Illinois Institute of 

Rural Affair, USA [88] and PV irradiation time series data from Chicago, USA for the 

duration 01.01.2010 to 31.12.2010 [89]. Proposed modified interval and scenario-based 

uncertainty characterization models are useful for system operators to optimize system 

operations pragmatically under uncertainty.  

3.2 ARIMA Model 

Statistical ARIMA model is used to model random time series based on a number of 

historical data, pattern identification, and parameter estimation [51], [90]. This is a hybrid 

of autoregressive and moving average model. The typical ARIMA ( , ,p d q ) model is 

expressed as 

( )( ) ( )01
d

p t q t       − = +                                    (3.1) 

where t  is the prediction limit of wind & PV power at time interval t , d  is the degree 

of differentiation,   is the backshift operator, ( )p  is the AR operator of order p , 

and ( )q   is the MA operator of order q . t  is a random number distributed normally 

with zero mean and constant variance. This is also known as white noise or error signal. If 

q  is assumed to be zero in ARIMA model, it behaves like an autoregressive (AR) model. 

3.2.1 Distribution Transformation 

The random time series of wind speed scenario generated by the ARIMA model are not 

actual wind speed scenarios. This is because generated series is in terms of white noise and 

follows a normal distribution, while actual wind speed is always greater than or equal to 

zero and follows Weibull distribution [12], [91]. For wind speed analysis, Weibull 

distribution is a widely accepted function as compared to other functions, and has 

advantages of flexibility, simplified parameter estimation, etc. [47], [92], [93]. Therefore, 

the generated wind speed scenarios are transformed into actual wind speed scenarios by 

distribution transformation process. In this process, cumulative distribution function (CDF) 
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of generated random wind speed scenarios series is considered by the ARIMA model. This 

provides a probability of occurrence of each scenario. For these probabilities, inverse 

Weibull CDF is considered to generate actual wind speed scenarios. The scale and shape 

parameters used in inverse Weibull distribution are estimated from actual historical wind 

speed data of any specified site. The shape of the probability distribution plot is decided by 

shape parameter while the distribution range is decided by scale parameter. 

Mathematically, the distribution transformation process is expressed as 

( )1
ZV F Z−  =                                                                                                          (3.2) 

where, ( )ZF Z is cumulative distribution function of randomly generated wind speed 

scenario series, and ( )V is cumulative distribution function of actual historical wind 

speed data. PV radiation data follows a normal distribution; hence distribution 

transformation is not required.   

3.2.2 Wind Speed to Power Conversion 

In scenario generation, wind speed time series data, as measured by anemometers installed 

at different heights is used [94]. These scenarios are transformed into power scenarios, 

considering the preferred hub-height. This is an important process because of the hub 

height of installed turbines and anemometer’s height differs in some cases. This process 

could be expressed as: 

( ) ( )r

r

h
V h V h

h


 

=  
 

                                                                                                    (3.3) 

where, 

( )V h  : Estimated average wind speed (m/sec) 

( )rV h  : Recorded wind speed at known hub height (m/sec) 

h  : Generator hub height (m) 

rh  : Known Anemometer height (m) 

  : Shear coefficient depending on atmosphere stability and surface 

  roughness 

The generated desired hub height scenarios are converted into power scenarios, by 

utilizing power curve of considered wind turbine model. The power curve shows the 
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relationship between power and wind speed. This relationship is mathematically expressed 

as Eq. (3.4) and depends on swept area, air density, efficiency, cut-in, and cut-out speed: 

( )
( ) 3

0
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0

cut in

p cut in Rated

Rated cut out

cut out

V V

C V AV V V V
P V

P V V V
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−

−



  

= 
  




                                                     (3.4) 

where, 

A  : Swept area of wind turbine rotor (m2) 

  : Air density at wind site (kg/m3) 

( )pC V  : Overall efficiency of wind turbine expressed as a function of wind   

   speed 

V  : Wind speed (m/sec) 

cut inV −
 : Cut-in speed of wind turbine (m/sec) 

cut outV −
 : Cut-out speed of wind turbine (m/sec) 

RatedV
 

: Rated speed of wind turbine (m/sec) 

maxP  : Maximum power output of wind generator (MW) 

3.2.3 PV Radiation to Power Conversion 

The power output of PV plant is modelled using global horizontal irradiation series, panel 

efficiency, performance factor of plant and total solar panel area. Power output is given by 

* * *powerPV Ar GHI PF=    (3.5) 

Here, powerPV is generated PV power in Watt, Ar  is PV panel area in m2,   is the 

efficiency of PV panel, GHI  is Global Horizontal Irradiance in W/m2 and PF  is the 

performance factor. 

3.3 Scenario Generation  

In stochastic optimization models, parameters affected by uncertainties are generally 

modeled as stochastic processes [12], [45]. A stochastic process can be represented either 

by continuous or discrete random variables or scenarios. Availability of generating units is 
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a discrete random process while wind speed/PV radiation is represented by continuous 

random variables [90].  

 In this section, models and process used in wind/ PV power scenario generation are 

discussed, followed by the proposed algorithms. 

3.3.1 Proposed Wind/PV Power Scenario Generation Algorithm 

In this section, the stepwise procedure for wind/PV power scenario generation is described. 

The algorithm is also illustrated in the flowchart of Fig. 3.1. 

 

Fig. 3.1: Wind/PV power scenario generation algorithm. 

Step 1: Distribution Fitting: Take historical wind speed/PV radiation data of any 

specified site. Fit these data into known probability distribution and estimate 

the parameters of this distribution. 
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Step 2: Time Series Analysis: Order and parameter of time series ARIMA model, for 

collected historical wind speed/ PV radiation data is estimated. The order of AR 

terms is decided by sample Partial Auto-correlation Function (PACF) plot at 

different lag (time step), while the order of MA terms is decided by observing 

ACF plot. Thereafter, parameters of the ARIMA model, i.e. AR coefficients, 

MA coefficients, and variance of white noise are estimated. 

Step 3: Scenario Counter Initialization: Assume the required number of scenarios 

be N . Start with the scenario 1 = . 

Step 4: Time Counter Initialization: For day-ahead scenarios generation, 24-time 

periods are considered. Start with time 1t =  . 

Step 5: White Noise Generation: Generate normal distribution random number with 

zero mean and standard deviation  , as estimated in Step 2. White noise is 

mathematically expressed as ( )0,t N = . 

Step 6: Evaluate ARIMA Model: Evaluate the ARIMA expression in Eq. (3.1) for 

random generation of wind speed scenarios. 

Step 7: Distribution Transformation: The generated random wind speed scenarios are 

not actual wind speed scenarios. Therefore, actual wind speed scenarios are 

generated by using distribution transformation described above and 

mathematically shown in Eq. (3.2). 

Step 8: In case of Wind Speed Conversion at Desired Hub Height: The generated wind 

speed scenario for anemometer height is converted for desired hub height 

scenario by using Eq. (3.3). 

Step 9: Wind Speed/PV Radiation to Power Conversion: When wind speed scenario for 

desired hub height is generated, it is transformed into power scenario through 

the power curve associated with turbine model, installed in wind farm. The 

typical power curve expressed in (3.4) is used to determine power at any wind 

speed. Solar radiation is converted to power using the panel area, performance 

factor, panel efficiency & GHI as shown in (3.5) 

Step 10: Check Time Counter: If time period counter, i.e. 24 is achieved, go to next step, 

otherwise update 1t t= +  and go to step 5. 

Step 11: Check Scenario Counter: If the desired number of scenario N is achieved, go 

to next step, otherwise update scenario 1 = + and go to Step 5. 

Step 12: End 
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3.4 Scenario Reduction 

Large scenario quantum is necessary to precisely model any stochastic process. However, 

computational burden for solving scenario-based optimization models would increase due 

to the huge number of scenarios. This necessitates reduction of original scenario set in a 

manner to obtain reduced number of scenario without changing the statistical properties 

[12], [45]-[50], [95]. The reduced scenario number is based on the problem type, which is 

to be optimized, and it must be less than one-fourth of generated scenarios [96]. 

The basic idea of scenario reduction is to remove scenarios with very low occurrence 

probability and bundle scenarios that are very close. Accordingly, scenario-reduction 

algorithms determine a subset of scenarios and calculate probabilities for new scenarios, 

such that the reduced probability measure is closest to the original probability measure, in 

terms of a certain probability distance between the two measures [46], [48].  

The scenario-reduction algorithm reduces and bundles the scenarios using the 

Kantorovich Distance (KD) matrix. KD is the probability distance between two different 

scenario sets that represent the same stochastic process. It is generally used to quantify the 

closeness of different scenario sets. KD assures that maximum possible scenario are 

reduced, without violating given tolerance criteria. Probability of all deleted scenarios is 

assumed to be zero. The new probability of preserved scenarios is equal to sum of its 

former probability and the probability of deleted scenarios that are closest to it [48], [97]. 

3.4.1. Probability Distance Based Scenario Reduction 

Let the initial probability distribution Q  is considered over the scenario set  . The 

problem of optimal reduction of set   could be described as follows: obtain a scenario 

subset S   of prescribed cardinality or accuracy SN , and assign new probabilities to 

the preserved scenarios such that the corresponding reduced probability distribution 'Q , 

defined over the subset S , is closest to the original distribution Q in terms of probability 

distance. The KD can be equivalently determined as 

( ) ( )' '

/

, ,

s

KD v


    
 

=                                                                                   (3.6) 

 where,   is an occurrence probability of scenario   and ( )',v    is a cost function. 

It is vector distance between scenario subsets estimated by following expression: 
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( )' ' ', , , 1,2......v P P N     = −    =                                                       (3.7)                                           

where, P  and P  are values of wind & PV power generation for scenario   and '  

respectively. The cost matrix consists of cost function for all generated scenario sets. KD 

matrix consists of the product of cost function and corresponding occurrence probability of 

all generated scenarios. The expression in Eq. (3.7) can be used to derive several heuristics 

for generating reduced scenario sets, which are close enough to the original set. Two 

heuristic algorithms are proposed in the literature, namely backward reduction and forward 

selection. In backward reduction, optimal deletion of single scenario is an iterative process 

until a prescribed number of scenarios are eliminated. Forward selection is used when the 

preserved number of scenarios are small. In this approach, selection of single scenario is 

repeated, until a desired number of scenarios are selected. In this work, backward 

reduction approach is employed for wind & PV power scenario reduction.  

3.4.2. Proposed Algorithm 

In this section, step-wise procedure for wind & PV power reduction is described. The 

algorithm is also illustrated through the flowchart depicted in Fig. 3.2. 

Step 1: Collect Generated Scenarios: All scenarios generated by using algorithm 

described in previous section are collected. Assign probabilities of collected 

scenarios in such a way that sum of probability of all scenarios at any time step 

must be unity. Probability of each scenario is1/ N , where N is total number 

of generated scenarios. 

Step 2: Compute KD Matrix: Compute the cost matrix for each pair of scenarios and 

determine the KD matrix by multiplication of scenario probabilities, using Eqs. 

(3.6) and (3.7). 

Step 3: Scenario Selection: Determine the scenario with lowest KD. The lowest KD is 

obtained for scenarios with equal magnitude and probability. 

Step 4: Scenario Elimination: Select the scenario with lowest KD, and the scenario 

having KD closest to it. The lowest KD scenario is removed on the basis of its 

relative closeness to the other scenarios and low occurrence probability. Its 

probability is added to the probability of nearest identified scenario. This 

ensures that sum of the occurrence probability of all the remaining scenarios is 
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always unity. This process of scenario reduction gives rise to a new probability 

matrix with the reduced order. 

 

Fig. 3.2: Flow diagram of scenario reduction algorithm. 

Step 5: Update Probability Matrix:  Update the initial probability matrix by new matrix. 

Step 6: Update Initial Scenario Set Matrix: After deletion of the selected scenario, the 

initial scenario matrix is updated. This matrix now has 1N −  scenarios. One 

scenario is eliminated during each iteration. 

Step 7: Repeat Step 2 to Step 6 until desired numbers of reduced scenarios are obtained. 

Step 8:  End 

3.5  Modified Interval Forecast 

Scenario approach is one of the benchmark methods for uncertainty characterization. 

However, this approach is computationally demanding because of large number of 

probabilistic scenarios. In view of this, in this work Modified Interval approach of 

uncertainty characterization is proposed that incorporates advantageous features of interval 
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and scenario-based approach. Uncertainty is modeled using upper and lower bounds, as in 

the interval formulation, but inter-hour ramp requirements are formulated based on net 

load scenarios and hence accurately captures the expected wind and PV output.  

Prediction interval is an interval within which power generation may lie, with a certain 

probability. Forecast intervals considered are normally distributed.  For 95% prediction 

interval, the h  step forecast is 

hT hT
y c

+
    (3.8) 

h  is an estimate of standard deviation of h  step forecast distribution. Multiplier c  

depends on coverage probability. 

As compared to stochastic scenario-based approach, interval approach is 

computationally fast because the generation uncertainty is represented by three non-

probabilistic scenarios (black lines in Fig. 3.3): the central forecast (black circles), lower 

limit and upper limit (red circles). 

 

Fig. 3.3: Interval scenarios (red) with changeover constraints (grey). 

Interval approach gives conservative results because of constraints forced on the 

changeovers from lower to upper limit, and vice versa, between any two successive time 

periods, as depicted by the grey lines in Fig. 3.3. These changeovers have low probability 

and could be substituted by less severe ramp constraints. Comparative assessment of 
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uncertainty modelling through stochastic scenarios, interval and modified interval 

approach is illustrated in Fig. 3.4 

 

Fig. 3.4: Uncertainty modeling illustration: (a) Stochastic Scenarios; (b) Limits (lines), up ramps 

(dotted lines) & down ramps (dashed lines) considered in Interval; (c) central forecast (green line), 

limits (thick grey lines), up ramps (dotted lines) and down ramps (dashed lines) considered in 

Modified Interval with five ramping scenarios. 

Fig.  3.4 (a) depicts the scenarios used by the stochastic approach. Limits for both 

interval and modified interval are formed based on the minimum and maximum values of 

scenarios at each hour. For instance, lower limit in hours 1–4 and 6 is set by scenario s1. 
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However, in hour 5 it is set by scenario s2. Fig. 3.4 (b) shows the interval limits with up 

and down ramps. Fig. 3.4 (c) shows artificial modified interval ramping scenarios with 

ramp requirements between successive hours. Five ramping scenarios are considered as 

1n , 2,n 3,n 4n & 5.n  Here, 1n  is central forecast scenario. Scenario 2n  is up ramp 

requirement for odd and even hours. Up ramp requirements for even and odd hours are 

shown by 3n . Down ramp requirements for odd and even hours is considered as 4n , while 

down ramp requirements for even and odd hours is 5n . It could be observed, each ramp 

ends at one of the limits, while its tail at the hour before is obtained by the highest slope 

over all stochastic scenarios. In same manner each dotted fragment in Fig. 3.4 (c) shows up 

ramp and upper limit, while each dashed fragment defines down ramp & lower limit. To 

obtain ramp needs and limits for each wind farm & PV plant in a given power system, the 

procedure explained in Fig. 3.4 is applied to each wind farm and PV plant individually. 

3.5.1 Proposed Algorithm 

In this section, the step-wise procedure for wind/ PV power interval forecast is described. 

The algorithm is also illustrated through the flowchart depicted in Fig 3.5. 

Step 1: Distribution Fitting: Take historical wind speed/PV power data of any specified 

site. Fit these data into known probability distribution and estimate the 

parameters of this distribution. 

Step 2:  Time Series Analysis: Estimate the order and parameter of time series ARIMA 

model. 

Step 3: Time Counter Initialization: Here 24-time periods are considered for day-ahead 

scenarios generation. Start with time 1t = . 

Step 4:  Evaluate forecasting model. 

Step 5: Prediction of intervals with 95% confidence intervals at step of 10% for 

capturing the accurate inter hour ramp requirement for wind/ PV output. 

Step 6: Wind Speed/Solar Radiation to Power Conversion:  

Step 7: Check Time Counter: If desired time period counter, i.e. 24 is achieved, go to 

next step, otherwise update 1t t= +  and go to step 3. 

Step 8:  Obtain modified interval scenarios with upper and lower bound and central 

forecast with inter hour ramping scenarios. 
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Fig. 3.5: Flow diagram of modified interval algorithm. 

3.6 Case Studies 

To illustrate the proposed uncertainty characterization with scenarios and modified interval 

forecast algorithms two practical case studies are presented in this section. First case study 

is based on wind/PV power uncertainty modeling through stochastic scenarios while 

second is based on uncertainty modeling through modified interval forecast.   

3.6.1 Data 

The historical wind speed used for wind power scenario-generation and reduction 

algorithms is obtained from publicly available data Illinois Institute of Rural Affairs, USA 

[88]. The hourly mean wind speed of August 2016, recorded at 39 m of anemometer 

height, is used in this study. The shear coefficient of selected site at the time of data 
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collection is 0.35. The air density is 1.242 3kg/m . To convert wind speed into wind power, 

power curve of the standard simulated turbine model VESTAS, with 3 MW of capacity 

and 100 m of hub height, is used [98]. Historical PV radiation data is taken from Chicago, 

USA [89]. PV panel area, efficiency & performance factor considered for this study are 3.5 

Km Sq., 15% and 75% respectively. 

3.6.2 Case Study I: Wind & PV  Scenario Generation and Reduction  

To generate next-day wind & PV power scenarios, the algorithm described in Section 3.3 

is simulated. In case of wind power scenario generation, the historical data is fitted into 

Weibull distribution with an estimated scale parameter and shape parameter as 4.4338 and 

3.0486, respectively. Order of the ARIMA model is determined by observing the sample 

ACF and PACF plots shown in Figs. 3.6 and 3.7, respectively. The PACF of sample data 

determines the order of AR terms, and the ACF determines the order of MA terms in the 

ARIMA model. In the ACF plot, exponential or sinusoidal delay is one, and in the PACF 

plot, spikes cut off to zero after lag 1. Therefore, the ARIMA (1, 1, 1) model is suitable for 

analysis of historical data. The estimated values of the AR, MA coefficient and the 

variance of white noise are 0.619 and 0.614, 0.983 respectively. 
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Fig. 3.6: ACF plot of sample wind speed data. 

Generated wind power scenarios are shown in Fig. 3.8. In this study, 1000 scenarios are 

generated for each hour of the next 24 hours. After scenario generation, the reduction 

algorithm is utilized to obtain ten representative scenarios, as shown in Fig. 3.9. The 
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probability-distance-based backward algorithm is used for scenario reduction. The 

minimum KD is set as zero, and the maximum KD is set as 3000 kW. A single scenario is 

deleted in each iteration; it is proposed to reduce 1000 generated scenarios to 10. Thus, to 

obtain 10 scenarios, 990 iterations are performed. The sum of probabilities of all generated 

and reduced scenarios is always one at any particular time instant. 
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Fig. 3.7: PACF plot of sample wind speed data. 
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Fig. 3.8:  Generated wind power scenarios. 

Table 3.1 gives the reduced wind power scenario with corresponding probabilities and 

KDs for eleventh hour. This table shows that Scenario 3 has the lowest KD and would be 
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selected for elimination in the next iteration. Scenario 9 is closest to the selected scenario. 

The new probability of Scenario 8 would be the sum of its previous probability and 

probability of Scenario 3.  
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Fig. 3.9: Reduced wind power scenarios. 

Table 3.1: Reduced Wind Power Scenarios, Probabilities and KD of Eleventh Hour 

Scenario Index Wind Power (kW) Probability KD 

1 1273 0.001 133.665 

2 1273 0.001 133.665 

3 77 0.001 8.085 

4 353 0.001 37.065 

5 77 0.001 8.085 

6 1273 0.415 133.665 

7 353 0.213 37.065 

8 886 0.001 93.03 

9 77 0.281 8.085 

10 886 0.085 93.03 

In case of PV, PACF of sample data determines the order of AR terms, and the ACF 

determines the order of MA terms in the ARIMA model. In the ACF plot, shown in Fig. 

3.10, exponential or sinusoidal delay is zero, and in the PACF plot, shown in Fig. 3.11, 

spikes cut off to zero after lag 3. Therefore, the ARIMA (3, 0, 0) model is suitable for 

analysis of historical data. The estimated values of the AR1, AR2, AR3 and the variance 

are 1.820 and -1.031, 0.383, 0.236 respectively. Here, negative sign of AR2 reflects 

negative value of PACF for second lag. 
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Fig. 3.10: ACF plot of sample PV radiation data. 

 

Figure 3.11: PACF plot of sample PV radiation data. 

Fan plot for probabilistic normalized PV power with prediction intervals from 10% 

to 90%, in a step of 10% confidence interval is demonstrated in Fig. 3.12. This 

consideration reduces prediction error and hence accurately captures expected PV output.  

The generated PV power scenarios are shown in Fig 3.13. In a similar manner of 

previous case study, 1000 PV power scenarios are generated in this study, for each hour of 

the forthcoming 24 hours. Thereafter, generated scenarios are reduced to ten representative 

scenarios, as shown in Fig. 3.14.  
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Fig. 3.12: Fan plot of probabilistic normalized PV power with different prediction interval with 

mean scenario (black solid line). 

 

Fig. 3.13: PV power scenario generation (grey-solid), mean scenario (red-dash) and forecasted PV 

power (black-dotted). 

It is found that both generated and reduced scenarios vary around their mean value 

within 95 % confidence interval. For scenario reduction, lowest and largest values of KD 

are set as zero and 200 MW, respectively. Table 3.2 shows the reduced PV power 

scenarios with corresponding probabilities and KDs for representative first hour. This 

reflects that Scenario 2 has the lowest KD and would be selected for elimination in next 
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iteration. Scenario 9 is closest to the selected scenario. The new probability of Scenario 8 

would be the sum of its former probability and probability of Scenario 2. 

 

Fig. 3.14: Reduced 10 PV power scenarios (green-solid) along with mean scenario (red-dashed) 

and forecasted wind power (black-dot). 

Table 3.2: Reduced PV Power Scenarios, Probabilities and KD of First Hour 

Scenario Index PV Power (kW) Probability KD 

1 37.900 0.071 0.392301 

2 46.931 0.104 0.378336 

3 78.635 0.013 1.153745 

4 73.352 0.087 1.35347 

5 61.099 0.392 0.557562 

6 39.280 0.024 1.831448 

7 47.989 0.031 3.395021 

8 87.220 0.053 0.221976 

9 78.851 0.028 0.374087 

10 52.276 0.197 0.973555 

3.6.3 Case Study II: Wind & PV Power Interval Forecast  

Figs. 3.15 & 3.16 shows the obtained upper and lower limits of wind & PV power 

prediction intervals with central forecast. Inter hour ramp variation of odd and even hours 

are shown by dotted lines in Fig. 3.15 and followed for PV ramping scenarios in similar 

manner.  
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Fig. 3.15: Hourly wind power intervals: up ramp requirements (dotted line) and down ramp 

requirement (dashed lines). 

 

Fig. 3.16: PV power interval forecast with upper and lower bound and central forecast at 95% 

confidence interval. 

Variation of power output is captured for each hour and used in calculation of net load 

calculation in generation scheduling problem in following chapters. This consideration 

characterizes the uncertain wind & PV power output pragmatically. Uncertainty 

characterization through this approach is represented in frequency response constrained 
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Modified Interval unit commitment (MIUC) approach for generation & PFR scheduling 
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Simulations are performed using the MATLAB platform [99], on a Windows® based 

DELL personal computer, with a 2.2-GHz processor and 8 GB RAM. 

3.7 Conclusions 

This chapter presents efficacious algorithms for uncertainty characterization through 

scenarios and modified interval forecast. The stochastic scenario generation algorithm is 

based on time series, while the reduction algorithm utilizes the concept of probability 

distance. Modified interval forecast algorithm is utilized to generate five artificial ramping 

scenarios for representation of wind & PV power uncertainty. Upper & lower bounds with 

central forecast scenario is predicted with 95% confidence interval. Both the algorithms 

are implemented for next-day wind & PV generation of wind farm & PV plant. The results 

clearly showcase the strength of proposed algorithms for wind & PV power uncertainty 

characterization with both the approaches. Owing to quantum scenario reduction, 

stochastic properties of generated scenarios are maintained, with a minimum variation in 

mean and standard deviation. In case of Modified Interval inter hour ramping scenarios are 

considered to accurately capture the wind/PV output. 

Proposed algorithms are utilized for wind & PV power uncertainties characterization in 

the formulation of frequency response constrained Stochastic and Modified Interval unit 

commitment along with optimal generation mix formulation in following chapters. 
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Chapter – 4 

FREQUENCY RESPONSE CONSTRAINED MODIFIED 

INTERVAL SCHEDULING UNDER WIND UNCERTAINTY  

4.1 Introduction  

Large penetration of asynchronous generation in evolving green power systems, 

particularly in the form of wind generation, would reduce power system’s inertial and PFR 

capability [5],[7]. Reduced overall system inertia, along with network security constraints, 

could curtail and restrict the maximum instantaneous penetration of wind generation 

[100]. Maintaining system frequency within the prescribed limits and handling uncertainty 

associated with wind generation forecast requires large reserve capacity, which could 

increase operating costs [101]-[103]. Various computational techniques like deterministic, 

stochastic, interval optimization etc. have been proposed to obtain the cost-efficient 

combination of controllable generation units, which may effectively respond to penetration 

from intermittent wind generation, while maintaining minimal generation cost.  

Deterministic UC is widely used to schedule the reserves, while demand is modelled 

by a single forecast, and the associated uncertainty is handled using ad-hoc reserve rules 

[53]. However, these formulations do not consider probabilistic modeling and cost benefits 

of maintaining reserves. SUC with MILP formulation can schedule operating reserves, 

while wind scenario generation techniques can be used to address the associated 

uncertainty [54], [55]. These techniques consider probabilistic modeling and reduce the 

expected operating cost, however obtaining SUC solution is computationally challenging 

as it considers a large number of scenarios [56]. Scenario reduction techniques are widely 

used to mitigate the computational burden [45]-[50]. However, an insufficient number of 

scenarios usually lead to a less accurate solution and increase the operating cost [57].  

As PFR was inherently available with conventional generation. It's scheduling within 

UC received relatively little attention [20]. PFR requirement with large renewable 

penetration has increased, as non- synchronous generation sources are weak in providing 

PFR. PFR scheduling is particularly challenging as the deployment time frame does not 

possess the broad freedom of minutes to hours, as available in tertiary regulation. This is a 

rapid response following a contingency and has to be deployed in first 5-10 seconds [58]. 
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Most markets do not have explicit provisions for incentivizing or mandating PFR. Markets 

world over are realizing this necessity, and are adopting it progressively. Presently, PFR 

scheduling practice in real time is available in Australian and New Zealand electricity 

market [58], [59]. PFR in day-ahead scheduling is considered in ERCOT and Nordic 

electricity markets [11], [21]. In the day-ahead market, PFR ancillary service schedules are 

usually a SCUC and in the real-time market, it is a single or multi-period SCED [60]-[62]. 

PFR control in real-time operations makes sense from the market perspective. However, 

from a system security perspective, it makes more sense to procure PFR in day-ahead for 

the worst case contingency. 

PFR ancillary service market design incorporates reliability requirements of PFR and 

ensures incentives for synchronous inertia, PFR capacity, and responsive droop curves. 

This provides a stable and sustainable response by reduced insensitivity to frequency, 

triggering speed and full deployment of PFR [63]. 

Generators’ frequency response is modeled as a constraint of MILP based UC model [20], 

[53], [60]-[65]. Stochastic generation scheduling has been enhanced to include frequency 

response constraints while considering wind uncertainty [65]. Despite that SUC 

formulation is cost-effective, the need to reduce computational burden can’t be 

overlooked, considering operational time constraints. 

In this context, this chapter contributes by: 

(i) Proposes a novel, computationally fast MIUC formulation framework to include the 

system’s fast frequency response constraints. The framework directly aims to contain 

initial transient frequency behavior within the prescribed system security criteria, 

following the largest infeed loss.  

(ii) Performs PFR scheduling, required to make frequency stable at intermediate state, 

following the largest infeed loss. 

(iii) Characterizes wind generation uncertainty pragmatically in the proposed MIUC and 

SUC problem using ARIMA model, through rigorous scenario analysis.  

(iv)  Demonstrates the efficacy of proposed MIUC model through the systematic 

comparative assessment with SUC, for their PFR scheduling performance; the impact 

of variation of frequency response parameters on operation cost and wind curtailment; 

and for computational and cost performance with varying wind penetration.  

Computationally fast solutions obtained through the proposed MIUC model, within 

acceptable time intervals, can strongly benefit system operations with the fast frequency 

response in future low carbon power system. 
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4.2 Problem Formulation 

This section characterizes MIUC and SUC formulation with frequency response 

constraints and wind uncertainty. The IUC formulation has been modified to include 

inertial and PFR constraints requirements. 

4.2.1 MIUC Formulation 

IUC is a robust technique, which requires less computational effort than SUC. In IUC, 

uncertainty is modeled with three non-probabilistic scenarios (i.e. central forecast, upper 

bound & lower bound). Hence, it requires less computational time but produces 

conservative and thus expensive generation schedules [18], [19], [52]. This is because of 

the constraints imposed on the feasibility of transitions, from lower to upper bound of 

wind power interval, and vice versa, between any two consecutive time periods. Such 

extreme transitions have a low probability and could be replaced by less severe ramp 

constraints [19].  

IUC model is modified to incorporate fast frequency response constraints that directly 

aim to contain the initial transient frequency behavior, within the prescribed system 

security criteria. Advantages of IUC and SUC models are incorporated in MIUC to 

improve day-ahead UC and PFR schedules. In MIUC, wind uncertainty is characterized by 

ramping scenarios, constructed within forecasted upper and lower bound. Inter-hour ramp 

requirements of constructed scenarios are based on net load. Hence, it accurately captures 

the expected wind output. 

MIUC is mathematically modelled as MILP constraints. The objective function is 

formulated to minimize the expected operating cost of the forecasted wind generation, i.e. 

the central forecast scenario 1n . The objective function includes the cost of start-up, 

running and no-load of each generating unit, along with the lost load cost. 

, , , , , , 1min ( . . . )i t i i t t i b i b t n

t T i I b B

S Nl LS VOLL Cs G
  

+ + +    (4.1) 

Operational constraints of the objective function are: 

    1)  Generator Start Up/Shut Down Status: 

Constraint (4.2) sets the generating unit startup or shutdown status 1t−  and t . Constraint 

(4.3) restricts the generating unit to start up and shut down within the same time interval. 
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, , , , 1, ,up dn
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i t i t t T i I +        (4.3) 

    2)  Minimum Up/Down Times:  

Constraint (4.4) sets the on/off status based on the initial generator status. 0t  equals 0 if the 

first 
mu md

i iTI TI+  hours is 0. Constraints (4.5) and (4.6) provide minimum up and down 

time for the remaining time intervals. 
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    3)  Generator Start-Up Cost: 

The start-up cost of each generating unit depends on the service time interval. Constraint 

(4.7) determines the exact points of the start-up curve at which the generator has not been 

in service. One element j of
, ,i t jSu is given value 1 if , 1up

i t = , ensured by constraint (4.8). 

An accurate value of start-up cost is assigned by constraint (4.9). 
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    4)  Generator Constraints: 

The power output of individual generators is taken as the addition of the output from each 

segment of its cost curve, as defined by Eqn. (4.10). Generating unit output limits are 

mentioned in (4.11). Constraints (4.12)-(4.16) set the generator ramping constraints for 

MIUC. Wind uncertainty is characterized by ramping scenarios, termed as 
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1n , 2n , 3n , 4n & 5n . Here, 1n denotes central forecast scenario. Up ramp limits between odd 

and even hours is considered as Scenario 2n . Scenario 3n  is up ramp limits between even 

and odd hours. Scenario 4n  shows down ramp limits between odd and even hours, and 

Scenario 5n is down ramp limits between even and odd hours. Constraint (4.12) sets the 

upper and lower ramp bounds for the central forecast scenario 1n .  

, , , , ,n , , ,i t n i b t

b B

G G t T i I n N


=       (4.10) 

min max
, , , ,. . , , ,i i t i t n i i tG G G t T i I n N         (4.11) 

, , 1 , 1, 1 , ,dn up
i i t n i t n iR G G R t T i I−−  −       (4.12) 

Constraint (4.13) sets the ramp up limit for scenario 2n , which is only between 

alternate hours. Constraint (4.14) sets up ramp bounds for 3n . Modulo function is used to 

implement these conditions, which assign 0 for even time periods and 1 for odd time 

periods. In the same manner, constraints (4.15) and (4.16) set the lower ramp bounds for 

scenario 4n and 5n , between alternate hours. 

, , 2 , 1, 2 , 0,up
i t n i t n iG G R t T t i I−−        (4.13) 

, , 3 , 1, 3 , 1,up
i t n i t n iG G R t T t i I−−        (4.14) 

, , 4 , 1, 4 , 0,dn
i i t n i t nR G G t T t i I−−  −       (4.15) 

, , 5 , 1, 5 , 1,up
i i t n i t nR G G t T t i I−−  −       (4.16) 

    5)  Transmission Constraints: 

Power balance equation at each node is given by Eqn. (4.17). Eqn. (4.18) defines limits of 

wind power loss at each wind generator. 

 

curt
i ,t,n w,t ,n w,t ,n sm s,t ,n t ,s

i s w s s,m L

G (W W ) B ( ) LN , t T ,s S ,n N
  

+ − − =         (4.17) 

, , , ,0 , , ,curt
w t n w t nW W t T w W n N        (4.18) 

If the line flow limits mentioned in Eqn. (4.19) could not be a specific value of wind 

power available at the wind farm w , the wind power is curtailed by , ,t w nCu . Voltage angle 

limits are set by Eqn. (4.20), which is set to 0 for reference bus in (4.21). 
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 , ,n , ,( ) , , , ,sm sm m t s t n smL B L t T s m L n N −  −        (4.19) 

, , ,, , \s t n reft T s S s n N  −         (4.20) 

, 0,
refs t t T =      (4.21) 

4.2.2 SUC Formulation 

SUC objective aims to minimize the operating cost. It considers the cost of each scenario, 

with its existence probability: 

min i i ,t i ,t t n i ,b i ,b,t ,n

t T i I n N b B

(Nl . S LS .VOLL Cs .G ) 
   

+ + +     (4.22) 

Here, SUC is a two-stage optimization problem. First, here-and-now decisions are 

made on the on/off status of generators. Wait-and-see decisions are made after the 

dispatch of each generator committed at the first stage, for all scenarios. n  scenarios are 

considered for SUC ramp constraint (4.23). Scenario generation and reduction technique 

(discussed in Chapter 3) is used to obtain these scenarios. Hence, SUC ramping scenarios 

represent actual scenarios and are different from the ramping scenarios used in MIUC 

formulation. Other constraints are similar to MIUC constraints.  

1
dn up
i i ,t,n i ,t ,n iR G G R , t T ,i I−−  −       (4.23) 

4.2.3 Modeling of Frequency Response Constraints 

Frequency response constraints model the control of initial frequency deviation within the 

prescribed limit, following maximum infeed loss. Constraint (4.24) ensures that enough 

inertial response should be available so that the maximum ROCOF does not trigger 

protective relays like UFLS relay or cause instability. Constraint (4.25) ensures PFR 

adequacy. 

 max
, ,* * *eqload req ins

i t i i t s t

i I

x H G H LN H R t T


+  −     (4.24) 

max

,

0

* * ,C de ins
i t t

i I

f
P P LD T R t T

f


 − −     (4.25) 

Constraints (4.26)-(4.32) deal with the droop setting and governor enabling for PFR. 

Constraint (4.26) generates the equivalent droop curve, represented as Hz/MW. Eqn. 
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(4.27) ensures that adequate PFR is available during large frequency variations. Eqns. 

(4.28) and (4.29) ensure that adequate headroom is available with enabling of the 

governor, for providing PFR and maintaining droop curve relationship. Constraint (4.30) 

requires the generator to be online when its governor is enabled. 

0

max

*
,e i

i

i

D f
D i I

G
=      (4.26) 

, max
, ( ), ,

i t db
i t ie

i

P f G i I t T
D


  −       (4.27) 

max max max
, ,

1
( ) * * ,db

i i i t i i te
i

f G G G t T
D

  −  −     (4.28) 

, max max
, ,( ) (1 ), ,

i t db
i t i i i te

i

P f G G i I t T
D


  − − −       (4.29) 

, , ,i t i t i I t T         (4.30) 

Constraint (4.31) sets   equal to 0, for generators, which are working in a mode that 

cannot provide PFR (e.g. generators with blocked or no governor mode, sliding pressure 

mode), while constraint (4.32) also sets  equal to 0 for the generators having large 

governor deadband. 

, 0 ,i t ngi G t T =        (4.31) 

max
0 ,(1 ), ,db db

i i i tG G f i I t T + −       (4.32) 

Eqns. (4.33) - (4.36) ensure frequency behavior during large unit outages follow the 

security criteria of frequency nadir and steady-state frequency, as mentioned in Section II. 

,

,

, , max

2
, ,,

( * )*

*

2 * 2 *
log(

*( * ) 2 * )*( * )

db
t snadir db

t s

i t i i t i

de
t t s i t it s

P LD LN f
f f

LD LN

P H P H
f

LN LD LN P HT LD LN

 − 
 =  +

+  
+

             (4.33) 

In Eqn. (4.33), frequency nadir depends on the inertial and PFR response. The value of 

frequency nadir nadirf should not exceed maxf  and should satisfy sufficient conditions 

[65]. Eqn. (4.34) determines the frequency value at point B (Fig.1) which depends on the 

PFR delivered at 2t and should be less than nadirf . At this level, it is assumed that 

ROCOF is zero, which means that frequency has attained some steady-state value. 
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,

,*

i tss nadir

t s

P P
f f

LD LN

 −
 =      (4.34) 

Eqns. (4.35) and (4.36) assess the PFR requirements and ensure that adequate PFR is 

available at nadirt  and sst . 

ss Css
i ,t i ,t

i I

P P P i I ,t T


 −       (4.35) 

nadir Cnad
i,t i ,t

i I

P P P t T


 −      (4.36) 

The Flow chart of the proposed formulation is shown in Fig. 4.1. It demonstrates the 

relation between both the proposed model.  
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Fig. 4.1:  Flow chart of simulation procedure 

4.2.4 Wind Generation Uncertainty Characterization 

Variable nature of wind power can be modeled using the ARIMA model. Wind power 

variation with weather conditions leads to non-stationary time series data. ARIMA model 
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works on stationary time series data. Hence, wind power is initially transformed into a 

stationary time series by data differentiation. Here, ARIMA model forecasts the upper and 

lower limit of wind power to construct ramping scenarios for MIUC model and to generate 

wind power scenarios for SUC model. Detailed formulation of uncertainty modelling is 

discussed in Chapter 3. 

4.3 Case Study 

One area IEEE reliability test system, a sub-system of large synchronous interconnection 

is used to implement the frequency response constrained improved interval and stochastic 

scheduling problem [104]. There are 24 buses, 17 load buses, 38 transmission lines and 32 

generators in the system. The generation mix includes eleven oil/steam turbine units, nine 

coal/steam turbine units, six hydro turbine units, four oil/combustion units, and two 

nuclear units. The total installed capacity of generators in one area is 3405 MW and peak 

load is 2850 MW. The data is modified to accommodate nine wind farms with a 

generation capacity of 1020 MW (30% penetration). Wind farm locations are mapped 

respecting the transmission lines lengths. Wind units consist of VESTAS V90 turbines, the 

details of which are available at the manufacturer database [98]. Wind speed historical 

time series data for the duration 01.01.2010 to 31.12.2010 is used, online available from 

Illinois Institute of Rural Affair, USA [88]. 

Table 4.1: Generator Frequency Response Parameters 

Unit max
iG  (MW) iH  (s) iD  (p.u.) db

iG (mHz) 

U12 12 2.6 0.05 15 

U20 20 2.8 0.05 15 

U50 50 3.5 0.05 15 

U76 76 3.0 0.05 15 

U100 100 2.8 0.05 15 

U155 155 3.0 0.05 15 

U197 197 2.8 0.05 15 

U350 350 3.0 0.05 15 

U400 400 5.0 0.05 15 

Generator characteristics like unit startup costs, heat rates, ramping rates, maximum 

and minimum capacities, minimum up and minimum down times, transmission data and 
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dynamic system parameters are provided in [104]. Fuel cost is obtained from [105]. 

Frequency response characteristics of each generation unit are mentioned in Table 4.1.  

 

Fig. 4.2: Load profile of peak load day [104]. 

This characterization represents different generation types, thus avoiding the need to 

adopt a separate model for different generation types. The load profile for peak load day 

from Week 51 is shown in Fig. 4.2. Value of inertia constant is attained from [104], 

nominal frequency ( 0f =50 Hz), governor droop ( iD  = 5%), frequency dead band 

( dbG =15 mHz), load damping rate ( LD  =1%/Hz) and delivery time ( deT  =10 s) are 

chosen according to National Grid standards [106]. ROCOF of 0.5Hz/s is considered [31]. 

The largest generators in the system are two nuclear units of 400 MW, and a loss of supply 

of one of this unit is considered. ssf and sst should not be more than 49.5 Hz and 60 s 

respectively. System PFR capacity should limit maxf above the minimum value of 49.2 

Hz [106]. The maximum CP  requirement is assumed to be 30% of the total responsive 

capacity and maxdbG  for all governors should at least be greater than 100 mHz. VOLL is 

assumed to be 10000 $/MW-h.  

4.3.1 Wind Generation Uncertainty Modeling                                                         

Wind power uncertainty would impact the generation scheduling decisions. Hence, it is 

important to characterize and represent wind power uncertainty for accurate generation 

scheduling decisions. In this work, wind uncertainty is modeled through scenarios and 
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modified interval forecast. Algorithms for both the approaches used in wind power 

uncertainty modeling is provided in Chapter 3. 

Table 4.2: Generator PFR Scheduling Performance  

Unit 
,i tP  (MW) 

 
,
nad

i tP   (MW) at  

( nadirf = 0.6 Hz) 

,
ss

i tP   (MW) at  

( ssf = 0.4Hz) 

SUC MIUC SUC MIUC 

U12 3.2 3.0  2.3 2.1 

U20 5.4 5.2 2.8 2.3 

U50 0 0 6.58 5.48 

U76 20.3 19.8 10.6 9.8 

U100 27.72 26.18 14.78 14.21 

U155 0 0 21.88 20.68 

U197 55.28 54.67 27.14 26.54 

U350 19.45 18.34 50.08 49.21 

4.3.2 Frequency Response Performance 

This section details the performance of frequency response parameter, considering large 

generation outage. The response provided by each unit when frequency reaches nadir and 

intermediate steady state point is shown in Table 4.2. It may be observed that both the 

formulations provide a similar level of PFR. However, flexible generators like U197 

provides a better response at nadirf , and U350 provides a better response at ssf .  

Table 4.3: Impact of Frequency Response Parameter Variation 

Frequency response 

parameter 

Variation 

range 

Impact on operation 

cost 

Impact on wind 

curtailment 

SUC MIUC SUC MIUC 

ROCOF Setting (Hz/s) 0.5  - 0.2 20% (↑) 22% (↑) 25% (↑) 26% (↑) 

PFR Delivery Time (s) 10 - 03 05%  (↓) 04%  (↓) 49% (↓) 48% (↓) 

Load Damping Rate  (1%/Hz) 1-0 06%  (↑) 07%  (↑) 08% (↑) 09% (↑) 

Better PFR from these units leads to a reduction in spinning reserves requirement and 

possible integration of more wind generation, which in turn reduces the total operation 
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cost, as shown in Table 4.3. PFR schedules expected in day-ahead may differ with real-

time inertia conditions and would require real-time dispatch. 

4.4 Impact of frequency response parameter variation 

This section explores the impact evaluation of variation in frequency response related 

parameters, like ROCOF protection setting, PFR delivery time, and load damping rate, on 

the operation cost and wind curtailment in both the formulations. Hence, the impact of 

variations is highlighted as the maximum possible increase or decrease in operation cost 

and wind curtailment. Table 4.3 summarizes the results of parameter variation. 

4.4.1 ROCOF Setting Variation: 

Impact analysis of ROCOF setting helps to understand the required setting for including 

non- synchronous generation. The ROCOF setting depends on the available system inertia 

and increasing this setting would lead to RES disconnection.  The ROCOF setting at 0.2 

Hz/s would result in high operation cost (about 20% with SUC and 22% with MIUC)  and 

increased wind curtailment (about 25% with SUC and 26% with MIUC). There is no 

significant increase in the operation cost with the setting variation from 0.4 Hz/s to 0.5 

Hz/s, and wind curtailment is also less than 10% with both the formulations. 

4.4.2 PFR Delivery Time Variation:  

PFR is delivered by the governor at the time of contingent condition within few seconds. 

deT  =10s is considered here. It is assumed that the governor is enabled for all the 

generators and all the generators have similar response capability. PFR delivery time is 

varied from 10s to 3s. The results show that as the delivery time is reduced, operation cost 

reduces (by up to 5% with SUC and 4% with MIUC) and there is a significant reduction in 

wind curtailment (up to 49% with SUC and 48% with MIUC). When the delivery time is 

between 5s-3s, there is no significant reduction in operational cost and wind curtailment. 

This happens because additional power required to arrest the frequency deviation would 

be limited by the intermediate steady-state frequency requirement. 

4.4.3 Load Damping Rate Variation: 

Reduction in load damping rate from 1%/Hz to 0%/Hz would increase the operation cost 

(by up to 6% with SUC and 7% with MIUC) and wind curtailment (by up to 8% with SUC 
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and 9% with MIUC). Enhanced use of power converter interfaced generation would 

decline the damping effect but may increase the operation cost and reduce the ability to 

integrate more wind generation, if not considered in the UC. 

4.4.4 Cost Performance with Varying Wind Penetration: 

This section presents comparative cost analysis with increasing wind penetration level and 

consideration of PFR constraints, in both SUC and MIUC formulation. PFR constraints 

consideration reduces the average number of units committed online per hour. PFR 

constraints add only about 0.22% in total operation cost, which is not substantially higher 

than the considered duality gap of MILP solver (0.1%). This is because of the committed 

inertial and PFR response of the system. Here, the synchronous inertial cost is assumed 

zero for all hours, as the system has sufficient committed inertial and PFR response.  

In both the formulations, wind uncertainty impact on system inertia is directly 

considered. Such consideration allows the peak load plants to provide required frequency 

response for the low probability scenarios but very high response requirements. This, in 

turn, reduces the total spinning headroom, and therefore permits higher penetration of 

wind generation and reduces the overall operation cost.  

Table 4.4: Cost Comparison with Varying Wind Penetration 

Wind Penetration (%)       

→ 
10% 20% 30% 

Modeling Techniques → SUC MIUC SUC MIUC SUC MIUC 

Operation Cost *106($) 0.988 0.998 0.966 0.978 0.916 0.927 

Total PFR  Payments ($) 1696 1709 2350 2362 2502 2518 

Standard Deviation *103 ($) 0.398 0.288 2.556 2.438 4.308 3.961 

Table 4.4 compares the cost performance of both the scenarios with varying wind 

penetration. For 10% penetration, the cost difference is less, SUC operating cost and PFR 

payment is about 0.5 % less than the MIUC formulation (Figs. 4.3 & 4.4). However, 

standard deviation (SD) is the same in both the cases as 0.078%. For 20% and 30% 

penetration, cost difference increases by less than 2% and may increase with increased 

penetration, as shown in Fig. 4.2. However, the overall cost reduces with increasing wind 

penetration. SD is 0.17% for the two cases at 20% and 30% penetration, it is 0.29% for 
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SUC and 0.27% for MIUC. SD calculations are useful to validate uncertainty 

characterization of day-ahead scheduling. 

 

Fig. 4.3: Operation cost with increasing wind penetration level. 

 

Fig. 4.4: PFR payments with increasing wind penetration level. 

4.4.5 Computational Performance 

Simulation work is carried out on GAMS 24.2.3 using CPLEX solver with 0.1% duality 

gap on Intel Core i5 2.20 GHz processor. MIUC and SUC with PFR constraints, on an 

average, took 1.5 times simulation time than the basic scheduling formulation. However, 
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for MIUC, computation time is reduced by around 50% in both cases, i.e. SUC with and 

without PFR constraints, as shown in Table 4.5. 

 Table 4.5 Comparison of MIUC and SUC on the Basis of Time Elapsed 

Scheduling Model Time Elapsed (Seconds) 

SUC without PFR 680 

SUC with PFR 819 

MIUC without PFR 324 

MIUC with PFR 403 

4.5 Conclusions 

This chapter presents computationally efficient MIUC model incorporating frequency 

response and transmission network constraints, while considering wind uncertainty at 

different penetration levels. Case studies are performed to compare the proposed method 

with efficient SUC model. Numerical results show that the SUC model with frequency 

response constraints is an economical and effective way to handle wind uncertainty, as 

compared to MIUC. However, there is marginal cost difference with similar PFR 

performance. Moreover, comparison of computational time for the two models reveal that 

MIUC formulation offers ultra –fast solutions, as it takes less than half the computational 

time as compared to SUC and has the potential to provide fast solutions to processes, like 

frequency response constrained dispatch and market clearing in low carbon systems. 

MIUC based market clearing and dispatch formulation could be used to co-optimize 

energy, PFR, and inertia. Minimum frequency value and ROCOF could be the control 

variables for dispatch. Low-carbon systems could be optimally dispatched, by appropriate 

uncertainty and variability modelling in accordance with frequency control criteria.  
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PREDICTION OF SYSTEM INERTIA CONDITION FOR 

PRIMARY FREQUENCY RESPONSE ADEQUACY  

5.1 Introduction  

System inertia is a key power system characteristic which provide instant support to the 

frequency, following generation-load imbalance or contingencies like large infeed loss 

[66]. With strong policy targets to achieve high renewable penetration, wind generation is 

likely to be major contributors to total grid generation capacity. There is a limited 

understanding of system behaviour to provide inertia & PFR with high wind penetration. 

An understanding of these requirements during such contingencies would provide 

knowledge about permissible wind penetration that grids could withstand, following 

network regulations.  

As a non-synchronous generation, like wind and PV, starts to displace conventional 

generation, the system’s inherent ability to resist transient changes in frequency decreases 

[1], [5]-[7]. Reduced system inertia would make system frequency prone to changes in 

supply and demand. This would lead to quick frequency deviations, following the loss of 

generation and/or load. Large PFR capacity is required to stabilize the system and prevent 

large frequency variations [2], [65]. 

PFR service this rapid has been defined in few restructured power markets, like 

Australian National Electricity Market and New Zealand [58]. In view of future low 

inertia conditions arising due to high renewable penetration, some markets are considering 

even faster PFR market products. ERCOT has proposed a fast frequency response service 

expected to provide a rapid response within 0.5 seconds, to be sustained for at least 10 

minutes [58], [62]. However, scheduling a unit to provide such a quick response, would 

gratuitously increase the overall cost of maintaining frequency stable.  

Inertia estimation methods may require knowledge of the frequency and electrical 

power of every system generator, which is scantly available [69]. Inertia estimation using 

simultaneous assessment of disturbance time and inertia uses frequency and active power 

measurement from a single location and is applicable for small systems only [70]. 

Theoretically, least square approximation-based frequency disturbances estimation could 

be used to calculate system inertia [71].  
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System inertia calculation for Western Interconnection in North America is presented 

based on the measured frequency during disturbances [72]. However, its performance 

assessment is difficult, as it is not tested in a simulation environment. Great Britain 

system’s inertia is evaluated based on aggregated estimates at the regional level using 

phasor measurement unit data [73]. An online inertia estimation tool prototype for 

ERCOT analyses the performance between generation outage events and maximum instant 

frequency deviation [5], [21], [67].  

Currently, SOs hardly assess system inertia impact to calculate future PFR 

requirement, which is planned/procured for an expected worst-case contingency [21]. 

Accurate system inertia estimation is essential considering grid’s frequency security, but 

the prediction of system inertia is always a concern for the SO. It is required to handle 

unforeseen contingencies, viz. large infeed loss or loss of load, estimation of PFR 

requirement, UC decision making, and system frequency stability. As system inertia 

condition varies over a day’s time, fixed PFR estimation based on worst-case scenario is 

not efficient [21], [68]. Hence, it is imperative to predict system inertia for upcoming 

hours, considering the current operation status of all generators. Using this information, 

expected system inertia could be calculated for each hour. This could provide the 

prediction of future system inertia condition and thus, required PFR can be estimated. 

In the above context, the key contribution of this chapter is to: 

(i) Propose a novel framework for day-ahead prediction of system inertia condition and 

PFR in stochastic generation scheduling framework mapped with frequency security 

criteria like ROCOF, Frequency nadir, and quasi-steady-state frequency.  

(ii) Provide information of maximum wind penetration that a system could withstand, 

without violating network regulation of ROCOF and frequency nadir. 

(iii) Investigate the impact of variation in frequency security parameters on operation cost 

and wind curtailment, to obtain suitable ROCOF setting for minimum wind 

curtailment. 

5.2 Problem Formulation 

This section provides detailed formulation of the stochastic scheduling model 

enhanced to incorporate frequency response constraints [109]. In the proposed 

formulation, demand & uncertain wind generation is forecasted and based on that net load 

is estimated. In this work, wind generation uncertainty is modelled using scenario 

generation & reduction approach. 
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5.2.1 Stochastic Scheduling Model 

The aim of objective function is to minimize operation cost of all generating units, over 

the optimization time horizon, while serving forecasted demand. To forecast 24-hour 

demand, Grey system theory based model is used, as this model provides sufficient 

accuracy and requires minimal training data, due to its momentum transfer behavior [110]. 

This model considers cost of each reduced scenario in proportion to its probability n . The 

objective function includes start-up cost, no-load cost and operating cost of all the 

generators, as shown by Eqn.  

, , , , ,( ( * . ))n i i t i t i b b i t

n N t T i I b B

Nl S Cs G 
   

+ +     (5.1) 

The optimization problem is subject to following operational constraints: 

1) Power Balance Constraints 

 In (5.2), the power balance equation is given as total generation output equal to tLN . 

Eqn. (5.3) calculates net load, which is a difference of forecasted load and available wind 

capacity. 
curtW denotes the curtailment in wind capacity. Eqn. (5.4) provides wind 

curtailment limits. 

,i t t

i I

G LN t T


=      (5.2) 

( )
, ,

,

av curtLN LF W W
t t t w t w

t w

= − −    (5.3) 

0 ,
, ,
curt avW W t T w W
t w t w

        (5.4) 

2) Generator Start Up/Shut Down Status 

Constraint (5.5) determines the generator startup or shutdown status at the time t , based on 

its 0/1 status between hours 1t−  and t . Constraint (5.6) restricts the generator to start up 

and shut down within the same time interval. 

, , , , 1, ,up dn
i t i t i t i t t T i I    −− = −       (5.5) 

, , 1, ,up dn
i t i t t T i I +        (5.6) 
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3) Minimum Up/Down Times 

Constraint (5.7) sets the on/off status based on initial generator status. 0t  equals 0 if the 

first 
mu md

i iTI TI+  hours is 0. Constraints (5.8) and (5.9) give minimum up and down time 

for the remaining time intervals respectively.  

0, , , [0, ],mu md
i t i t i it TI TI i I =   +     (5.7) 

,

1

, [ , ],
mu
i

up mu
i i t i

t TR

t TI T i I 
− +

       (5.8) 

,

1

1 , [ , ],
md
i

dn md
i i t i

t TR

t TI T i I 
− +

 −      (5.9) 

4) Generator Start-Up Cost 

The start-up cost of each generator depends on the service hours. Constraint (5.10) finds 

the start-up curve points at which the generator is off. An element j  of 
, ,i t jSu has value 1 if 

, 1up
i t = , ensured by Constraint (5.11). The exact value of start-up cost is assigned by 

Constraint (5.12).  

,

,

, , , , , ,

up
i j

lo
i j

TO
dn

i t j i t

TO

Su t T i I j J        (5.10) 

, , , ,up
i t j i

j J

Su t T i I


=       (5.11) 

, , , ,. , ,i t i j i t j

j J

S Suc Su t T i I


=       (5.12) 

5) Generator Constraints 

The power output of individual generators is the sum of output on each part of its cost 

curve indexed by b , as defined by Eqn. (5.13). Minimum and maximum generator output 

limits are mentioned in Eqn. (5.14). Eqn. (5.15) sets the hourly upper and lower ramp 

bounds for each unit.  

, , , , ,i t b i t

b B

G G t T i I


=                              (5.13) 

min max
, , ,. . , ,i i t i t i i tG G G t T i I        (5.14) 
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, , , 1, , , ,dn up
i i t n i t n iR G G R t T i I n N−−  −          (5.15) 

5.2.2 Modelling of Frequency Response Security Standards 

The objective of frequency response is to contain the dynamic frequency evolution after an 

infeed loss within prescribed limits. Frequency security criteria used to characterize the 

initial transient behaviour of the frequency in this study are:  

(1) ROCOF;  

(2) Frequency nadir; 

(3) Steady-state frequency; 

(4) Frequency Response Index ( )   

ROCOF attains its highest magnitude just after any severe contingency; initially, the 

frequency deviation is contained by the inertial response of the synchronous generators. 

After deployment of inertial response, PFR has to limit the frequency above a minimum 

prescribed limit, in the case of the largest infeed loss. Further, PFR enables meeting the 

quasi-steady-state condition at which frequency should stabilize above UFLS limit within 

few seconds to a minute.  

This section discusses the mathematical formulation to explicitly incorporate the 

transient frequency behaviour within the stochastic scheduling framework. The differential 

equation (5.16) is mapped into the stochastic scheduling model by considering three 

characteristic periods in the form of constraints associated with the frequency security 

criteria discussed above.  

Frequency behaviour after large imbalances, like large infeed loss, could be described 

using the motion equation of synchronously connected rotating mass, known as swing 

equation, as shown in Eqn. (5.16) [26]. 

2
02 i

i

i i

df f
H P

dt Ap f
=     (5.16) 

Here, ,sys
i i

i I

Ap Ap Ap


=  is the rated apparent power of generator i  (VA). 

1) The rate of Change of Frequency (ROCOF) 

ROCOF depends on inertial response capability of the system. Autonomous spontaneous 

actions taken by the system or elements of the system to arrest initial frequency deviation 
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is known as the inertial response of the power system. Total system inertial response is 

estimated using Eqn. (5.17). 

i i
sys i I

sys

Ap H

H
Ap

=


   (5.17) 

Synchronously connected motors also contribute to system inertia. This could be 

considered in a similar manner as generators. In this work, system frequency is calculated 

by aggregating all generators as one fictitious generator [68], [111]. This is expressed by 

Eqn. (5.18). 

i i
eq i I

i

i I

H f

f
H





=




   (5.18) 

where, if  denotes the frequency of individual generator i  (Hz), idf

dt
 is the ROCOF 

(Hz/s).  

Eqn. (5.16) could be expressed in terms of total system inertia and equivalent system 

frequency as: 

0
2

eq

sys
i

df P
ROCOF f

dt H Ap


= =    (5.19) 

From Eqn. (5.19), it could be observed that as sysH  decreases, ROCOF would increase. 

That would lead to a higher frequency excursion and deeper frequency nadir,
nadirf  at 

nadir time, 
nadirt . Governor response during the inertial response time frame is negligible, 

as f  is approximately zero. Hence, the maximum value of ROCOF should satisfy the 

minimum sysH  in case of maximum infeed loss, as mentioned in Eqn. (5.20). 

,

max
0

* * *

2*

L
i i i t i

sys i I

H Ap P H
P

H
f ROCOF




−


= 


  (5.20) 

Constraint (5.21) ensures that enough inertial response is available, so that 
maxROCOF  

does not trigger protective relays like UFLS relay or cause instability. 

 max
, ,* * * ,eqload req

i t i i t

i I

H G H FL H t T i I


+        (5.21) 
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2) Frequency nadir 

Frequency nadir is the minimum value of system frequency during the transient period. 

Frequency value at nadir depends on system inertia & PFR capability. After deployment 

of inertial response available with the system, governor PFR is deployed with maximum 

ramp rate. Constraint (5.22) ensures that adequate PFR is available. 

max

,

0

* * ,C de
i t

i I

f
P P LD T t T

f


 −        (5.22) 

Constraints (5.23)-(5.29) describe the droop setting requirement and governor 

response. Constraint (5.23) represents the equivalent droop curve, in terms of Hz/MW. 

Eqn. (5.24) ensures PFR adequacy during large frequency deviation.  

0

max

*
,i

i

i

D f
De i I

G
=      (5.23) 

, max
, ( ), ,

i t db
i t i

i

P f G i I t T
De


  −        (5.24) 

Eqns. (5.25) and (5.26) ensure headroom availability with the enabling of governor. This 

would provide PFR and maintain droop curve relationship.  

max max max

, , ,

1
( ) * * ,

db

i t i i i t i i t

i

G f G G G t T
De

 +  −  −     (5.25) 

, max max

, ,( ) (1 ), ,
i t db

i t i i i t

i

P f G G i I t T
De


  − − −       (5.26) 

Constraint (5.27) restricts the generator to be online when its governor is enabled. 

Constraint (5.28) sets ,i t  equal to 0 for generators working in blocked or no governor 

mode. In this mode, these generators cannot provide PFR. Constraint (5.29) sets ,i t equal 

to 0, for generators with large governor deadband. 

, , , ,i t i t i I t T         (5.27) 

, 0, ,i t ngi G t T =        (5.28) 

max
0 ,(1 ), ,db db

i i i tG G f i I t T + −        (5.29) 

2
,( ) 1/ ( )*(( / 2 ) * )nad sys de

i tf t H t P P P t = −  +   (5.30) 
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Frequency deviation at nadir could be expressed by Eq. (5.30). The value of frequency 

nadir nadirf should not exceed maxf  [65]. In terms of system inertia and PFR delivered 

after largest infeed loss, frequency nadir at the time t  could be expressed in simplified 

form as Eq. (5.30) 

3) Frequency at Quasi-Steady -State 

The frequency at intermediate quasi-steady-state condition depends on the PFR capacity 

delivered by generators at deT  and could be determined by Eq. (5.31). At this state, 

ROCOF is zero, which means that frequency has attained some quasi-steady-state value.  

max
, max

*

i tss ss

t

P P
f f

LD LF

 −
 =      (5.31) 

Here, maxssf  is considered as maximum permissible frequency deviation at quasi-steady-

state and its value should be less than the frequency deviation at nadir. 

In addition to these constraints; Eqns. (5.32) and (5.33) determines the required PFR and 

ensure PFR adequacy at nadirt  and 
sst . 

cssss
i ,t

i I

P P t T


      (5.32) 

cnadirnadir
i ,t

i I

P P t T


      (5.33) 

4) Frequency Response Index ( )   

Frequency response index (  , MW/0.1 Hz) is a parameter to indicate the quantum of MW 

imbalance between load and generation that corresponds to 0.1 Hz frequency deviation 

from its nominal value [111], [112].  This information helps to assess the inertia and PFR 

adequacy of the studied system.   value could be estimated by Eqns. (5.34) and (5.35). 

Regression between nadirf  and corresponding power outages ( P ) could be used to 

obtain   and   progressively.    

( * )nadir cf P f=  +    (5.34) 

(1/ )*0.1 =    (5.35) 

Where,  & cf denote the slope (Hz/MW) and constant part of the regression model in 

terms of frequency, respectively.        
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5.3 Methodology 

In this work, two stages are proposed for the prediction of system inertia condition. Day-

ahead stochastic scheduling is performed for forecasted wind generation and demand. 

Hence, solution obtained in forecasted framework would provide prior information of 

system parameters. Flow diagram of the proposed method is shown in Fig. 5.1. 

maxROCOF ROCOF

minnadirf f

minnadirf f=

maxROCOF ROCOF=

( )nadir avf F H=

( )avROCOF F H=

av sysH H=

minnadirf f=

maxROCOF ROCOF=

Valueof Forecasted ,PFRsysH

Compute ,PFR, &ROCOFsys nadirH f

 

Fig. 5.1: Flow diagram of the proposed two-stage model. 

In the first stage, system inertia and PFR is estimated without wind penetration, 

considering the largest infeed loss from the committed generators. For this, load is 

forecasted from historical load data and day-ahead stochastic scheduling is performed 

from the forecasted value. This would provide information about number of committed 

generators and hence system inertia condition over a day. From the committed generators, 

one of the largest infeed loss is considered. After this event, system inertia ( avH ), 

ROCOF and frequency deviation are estimated and compared with the prescribed security 

criteria. If security criteria are not violated, calculations are performed for second stage.  
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In the second stage, net load is initially estimated with 5% wind penetration and 

system inertia is evaluated from committed generators. If sufficient system inertia is 

available penetration level is incremented. After each addition, minimum frequency and 

ROCOF are updated. This carries on until either ROCOF or minimum frequency value 

attains the UFLS margin. A mathematical functional relationship between nadirf  and avH  

or ROCOF and avH  is formed as mentioned in Step 8 of Fig. 5.1. This functional 

relationship would consider security criteria, like ROCOF and nadirf , whichever 

approaches prescribed security limit first. At this stage, information of wind penetration 

and frequency security parameters are collected. This is the maximum wind penetration 

that system could withstand in a secure fashion, considering network frequency security 

regulation. The results obtained is system specific and would vary according to the system 

parameters and dynamic conditions. 

5.4 Wind Generation Uncertainty Characterization 

Prediction of system inertia condition would be affected by the availability of wind power. 

Uncertain generation characteristics of wind power would affect UC decisions and would 

make it difficult to meet the system demand. Inaccurate scheduling decisions may result in 

over and under estimation of overall system inertia and PFR requirement. This would 

create challenges for SO to meet the inevitable contingencies like largest generation 

outage or loss of large chunk of load. Hence, modeling of wind uncertainty plays an 

important role in prediction of system inertia condition and estimation of PFR 

requirement. In this work, wind uncertainty is modeled through scenario generation and 

reduction. Reduced wind power scenarios reflect expected power generated by the wind 

power plants. The algorithms used for wind power scenario generation and reduction  is 

provided in Chapter 3. 

5.5 Case Study 

The present section considers two stages for prediction of system inertia condition over a 

day mapped with frequency security parameters like ROCOF, maximum frequency 

deviation. The results illustrate effectiveness of the proposed model for estimation of 

system inertia, PFR requirement and investigate the impact of frequency security criteria 

on wind curtailment. 
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5.5.1 Data 

 Proposed work is carried out on one area IEEE 24 –Bus RTS with installed capacity of 

3405 MW [104]. The study considers 11 oil/steam turbine units, 9 coal/steam turbine 

units, 6 hydro turbine units, 4 oil/combustion units and 2 nuclear units. System peak load 

is 2850 MW. The data is modified to accommodate wind farms with installed capacity 

varied from 5% to maximum penetration limit. Wind units consist of VESTAS V90 

turbines, the details of which are available  at manufacturer database [98]. Wind speed 

historical time series data for the duration 01.01.2010 to 31.12.2010 is used, online 

available from Illinois Institute of Rural Affair, USA [88]. 

Table 5.1: Generator Frequency Response Parameters 

Unit 
up
iG  (MW) iH  (s) iDe   (p.u.) db

iG  (mHz) 

U12 12 2.6 0.05 15 

U20 20 2.8 0.05 15 

U50 50 3.5 0.05 15 

U76 76 3.0 0.05 15 

U100 100 2.8 0.05 15 

U155 155 3.0 0.05 15 

U197 197 2.8 0.05 15 

U350 350 3.0 0.05 15 

U400 400 5.0 0.05 15 

 

Fig. 5.2: Actual and forecasted load curve for peak load day [104]. 
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Generator frequency response parameters are shown in Table 5.1. Nominal frequency 

(=50 Hz), governor droop (= 5%), dead band (=15 mHz), load damping rate (=1%/Hz), 

and PFR delivery time ( =10 s) are as per National grid standards [106]. There are two 

nuclear generators of 400 MW each, which represent system’s largest capacity units. Out 

of these 2 units, outage of one is considered. PFR capacity should limit frequency above 

49.5 Hz. Maximum PFR requirement is taken as 30% of system’s total responsive 

capacity and it should be greater than 100 mHz for all generator units. Generator fuel cost 

is obtained from [105]. Maximum ROCOF of 1.176 Hz/s is considered for the studied test 

system, to avoid UFLS after largest infeed loss [111], [113]. Fig. 5.2 shows actual and 

forecasted demand for peak load day.  

5.5.2 Stage I: System Inertia Condition without Wind Penetration  

This section examines the system’s frequency response ability to arrest frequency 

deviations after largest infeed loss. At this stage, generation share from wind is not 

considered. Conventional generators are scheduled for the estimation of ROCOF and 

frequency deviation limits over a day.  

 

Fig. 5.3: ROCOF variation in response to inertia variation for 24 hrs. 

Figs. 5.3 and 5.4 highlights that decreasing inertia quantum for different loading 

condition over a day results in high ROCOF and frequency deviation. In case of low load 

conditions, like in Hour 24, few generators get committed, resulting in lower inertia and in 

turn higher ROCOF. Fig. 5.5 shows PFR variation over 24-hours. 
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Fig. 5.4: Frequency deviation in response to inertia variation. 

 

Fig. 5.5: PFR variation based on forecasted load. 

Table 5.2 summarizes different observations from Stage-I, i.e., minimum and maximum 

quantum of inertial response, PFR, ROCOF and frequency deviation. 

Table 5.2: Frequency Response Parameters after Stage-I 

Parameters Minimum Value Maximum Value 

Inertial (MWs) 6415.8 10191.8 

PFR (MW) 659.4 1024.5 

ROCOF(Hz/s) 0.7682 1.0620 

Frequency deviation (Hz) 49.82 49.89 
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5.5.3 Stage II: System Inertia Condition with Incremental Wind 

Penetration 

This section investigates the impact of increasing wind penetration on frequency response 

parameters. At this stage, wind is incrementally added, and net load is calculated for each 

penetration level, as shown in Fig. 5.6.  

 

Fig. 5.6: Net load variation with varying wind penetration. 

 

Fig. 5.7: Inertia variation with varying wind penetration. 

It is observed that increasing wind penetration level from 0% to 21% reduces the overall net 

load. Hence, commitment decisions are changed with decreasing net load. This results in reduced 
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overall inertia as shown in Fig.5.7. Thus, increases ROCOF and frequency deviation for varying 

net load, as shown in Figs. 5.8 and 5.9. It is further observed, that for 20% penetration, ROCOF 

variation is higher and almost reaching the prescribed security limit of 1.176 Hz/s in Hour 24, prior 

to approaching the frequency deviation limit. 

 

Fig. 5.8: ROCOF variation with variation in wind penetration. 

 

Fig. 5.9: Frequency deviation with varying wind penetration level. 

Table 5.3 summarizes the variation in quantum of inertial response, PFR, ROCOF and 

frequency deviation, with varying wind penetration after Stage-II. Although, these results 

are system specific, it is observed that further increment in wind power penetration would 
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violate the frequency stability. This would require large PFR capacity to maintain the 

system frequency within the prescribed security limits. 

Table 5.3: Frequency Response Parameters after Stage-II 

Wind 

(%) 

Inertia 

(MWs) 

PFR 

(MW) 

ROCOF 

(Hz/s) 

Frequency deviation 

(Hz) 

5% 5950.8 – 8851.8 612.9 –  903 0.8437– 1.1172 49.81 –  49.877 

10% 6187.8– 8300.4 636.6 –848.1 0.8849– 1.0883 49.818 –  49.868 

15% 5950.8 –  7801.8 612.9 – 798 0.9275– 1.1172 49.81 –  49.85 

20% 5722.8 – 7336.8 570.3 –751.5 0.9674– 1.1464 49.795 –  49.849 

21% 5722.8 – 7336.8 557.7 –751.5 0.9674 - 1.1767 49.781 - 49.849 

5.5.4 PFR Requirement at Frequency nadir 

In this section  , nadirf  and PFR requirement are estimated for the largest infeed loss of 

400 MW, as discussed in Section III C. Regression between nadirf and infeed loss of 400 

MW is shown in Fig. 5.10. 

 

Fig. 5.10:  Regression between frequency nadir and infeed loss. 

( 0.000582*400) 49.98nadirf = − +    (5.36) 

1
*0.1

0.000582


 
=   − 

   (5.37) 
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From Eqns. (5.36) and (5.37), it could be analysed that for specific load condition,   value for 

studied system is 171.82 MW/0.1 Hz and 
nadirf  is 49.747. Hence, approximately 412.36 MW of 

response is required, to maintain generation demand imbalance. It could be observed from Table 

5.3, that sufficient PFR is available with the system for all conditions, to maintain frequency above 

the minimum value. Hence, there is no requirement of additional PFR for the stated conditions. 

However, this requirement would be higher with lower frequency nadir as shown in Fig. 5.11. 

Further, PFR procured in day ahead may differ in real-time with variation in system inertia 

conditions, and requires real-time dispatch. 

 

Fig. 5.11:  PFR availability and PFR requirement at frequency nadir. 

 

Fig. 5.12:  Operation cost & PFR cost with varying wind penetration. 
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5.5.5 Overall Cost Analysis 

With increasing wind penetration, operation cost reduces. Increasing wind penetration 

reduces the average number of conventional units committed online per hour.  

It could be observed from Fig. 5.12, there is marginal increment in PFR cost. PFR constraints add 

only about 0.3% to total operation cost. This marginal increment in PFR cost is because of 

system’s inertia and PFR adequacy. Synchronous inertial cost is considered zero for scheduling 

horizon, as system has sufficient inertial response and PFR. 

 

Fig. 5.13: Operation cost with variation in ROCOF & frequency deviation. 

 

Fig. 5.14: Operation cost & wind curtailment with variation in ROCOF setting. 
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5.5.6 Wind Curtailment Based on Frequency Security Criteria 

This section explores the impact of system frequency security parameters, like ROCOF, 

and frequency deviation on operation cost and wind power curtailment. ROCOF depends 

on the system inertia condition and increasing this setting leads to significant wind power 

disconnection. 

It could be observed from Figs. 5.13 & 5.14, ROCOF setting variation from 1.176 to 0.869 

Hz/s would result in increased operation cost of about 20% and wind curtailment of about 22%. 

 

Fig. 5.15: Operation cost & wind curtailment with variation in frequency deviation. 

Similarly in Fig.5.15, frequency deviation from 49.87 Hz to 49.79 Hz results in 

increased wind curtailment and decrease in operation cost of about 18%. This is because 

of reduction in number of committed conventional generators and hence reduced operation 

cost. Observation obtained from this study would be helpful to frame the system frequency 

security requirements, like ROCOF setting, with increment in wind generation share. 

5.6 Conclusions 

A novel computational framework is proposed for prediction of system inertia condition 

and PFR adequacy, to improve frequency control capability in low carbon power systems. 

Demand & wind generation is forecasted and net load is estimated for the proposed day-

ahead stochastic scheduling model. First stage in the performed case studies evaluates 

frequency parameters, like system inertia, PFR, ROCOF & maximum frequency deviation, 
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following largest infeed loss. System security parameters such as ROCOF and frequency 

deviation are found to lie within the security limits. Second stage estimates these FR 

parameters by incrementally adding RES penetration considering network code. Net load 

is calculated for each penetration level, and is used to estimate maximum RES penetration 

that system could withstand without violating maximum ROCOF & frequency deviation 

limits. This analysis further provides forecasted inertia condition and PFR adequacy. This 

would certainly enhance system’s frequency response capability. Moreover, cost analysis 

performed with incremental wind penetration results in reduced operation cost. Overall 

cost increases only marginally with a consideration of PFR constraints. Impact of system 

frequency security parameter variation on wind curtailment & operation cost is analyzed. 

This analysis would help in selection of suitable ROCOF setting to boost wind generation. 

 Synthetic inertia contribution from wind generation sources in frequency response 

constrained UC model is a challenging task. Proposed model could be potentially 

enhanced to incorporate these challenges. 
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Chapter – 6 

OPTIMAL GENERATION MIX FOR FREQUENCY 

RESPONSE ADEQUACY IN FUTURE POWER SYSTEM 

6.1 Introduction  

Over the last decade, amount of electricity generation from carbon-intensive generation 

sources (i.e. coal and oil) has declined, while generation share of renewable energy 

sources (RES) has increased more than fourfold over the same period [81]-[84]. The 

European energy targets for 2020-2030 are to accommodate at least 45% generation from 

RES [83]. Recent study by the National Renewable Energy Laboratory shows that the 

United States can generate 80% of its electricity from RES by 2050 [84]. As the 

generation mix on a power system evolves, moving away from traditional generation 

units, behavior of the power system in response to a power imbalance also changes. 

Increasing RES share in overall generation mix would pose additional formidable 

challenges from the technical and economical point of view. Displacement of conventional 

generation would reduce system’s inherent frequency response ability like inertia and 

PFR, to arrest and stabilize initial frequency deviation in contingent conditions. Reduced 

system frequency response would make system frequency more sensitive to changes in 

supply and demand. This would lead to quick frequency deviations, following the loss of 

generation and/or load. 

RES integration could lead to both diversifications of generation sources and increase 

in overall cost due to the additional resource requirement for flexibility and hence secure 

system operation [85]. Recent analysis in National Grid, United Kingdom reveals that PFR 

requirements are expected to increase significantly over the next 15 years. Over the next 5 

years this amounts to an increase of 30-40% [75], [108]. This requires efficient generation 

mix by balancing the profits of generation source variation and cost of security with the 

PFR provision.   

PFR requirement analysis is done for the quantification of variability and uncertainty 

of the RES [76], [86], [87].  It is observed that the PFR requirements could be partly 

compensated by the interaction of different type of loads and wind power [77]. Another 

scenario-based study is performed for different combinations of wind, solar and ocean 
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wave power generation for computation of PFR requirements caused due to uncertainty. It 

is concluded that PFR requirements and uncertainty is reduced with RES mix [87]. 

Diversified RES mix provides smooth generation portfolio. Hence, generation 

predictability would increase and probability of extremes values would decrease. This 

would result in reduction in overall system frequency response requirements.  

Conventional and RES technology have an idiosyncratic effect on system frequency 

and there is limited understanding of frequency response adequacy with various 

generation mix characteristics. A prior understanding of optimal generation mix with 

secured PFR in future low carbon power system would corroborate system operator to 

maintain secure and stable power system. 

In this context, main contribution of this chapter is to: 

(i) Propose a novel exposition of optimal generation mix with the objective of reduced 

operation cost while maintaining systems’ FR ability. 

(ii) Assess PFR adequacy with diversified generation mix. 

(iii) Model RES uncertainty with pragmatic characterization in the generation mix 

optimization problem. 

(iv) Analyse overall cost for different generation mix cases.  

Prior information of system FR with optimal combination of conventional and RES 

generation could support SO, to efficiently handle inevitable contingencies, like largest 

infeed loss.   

6.2 Problem Formulation 

In the proposed model ROCOF and frequency deviation limits, initial generation mix, 

system data and net load profile is applied as inputs. It considers thermal, hydro, nuclear, 

uncertain renewable wind & PV units as candidate generators, and provides optimized 

generation mix and total cost under this mix as outputs. In this work generation from wind 

& PV is given priority as candidate generators, considering environmental concerns. The 

formulation follows the way that the candidate generators will be added into the initial 

generation mix, stage by stage following network security parameters. The selection of the 

candidate generator at a stage is based on the ROCOF and maximum frequency deviation 

limit. Wind & PV generation uncertainty is characterized and represented in the proposed 

model for the pragmatic problem formulation. 
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6.2.1 RES Uncertainty Characterization 

Optimal generation mix would be affected by the availability of RES. Uncertain 

generation characteristics of wind & PV power would affect generation scheduling and 

would make it difficult to meet the system demand. Inaccurate scheduling decisions may 

result in over and under estimation of overall system inertia and PFR requirement. This 

would create challenges for SO to meet the inevitable contingencies like largest generation 

outage or loss of large chunk of load. Hence, modeling of wind & PV uncertainty plays an 

important role in obtaining optimal generation mix. In this work, wind and PV uncertainty 

is modeled through modified interval forecast method. The algorithms used for wind and 

PV power uncertainty modeling is provided in Chapter 3.  

6.2.2 Modified Interval Unit Commitment   

 MIUC model proposed in chapter 4 is incorporated to minimize the overall operation cost 

under uncertain wind & PV generation with the aim to determine optimal generator 

combination. This model incorporates advantageous features of computationally fast 

interval UC and economical stochastic UC models to improve day-ahead unit scheduling. 

In MIUC, PV & wind variability is characterized by ramp up and down scenarios, 

formulated within the forecasted upper and lower limit. Hourly ramp needs of formulated 

scenarios depend on net load. Thus, it precisely represents the expected RES output. In 

MIUC, problem is formulated with mix integer linear programming (MILP) constraints 

with the aim, to minimize the operating cost of the central forecasted scenario of wind and 

PV generation i.e. wn and pvn . Objective function shown by Eqn. (6.1) includes start-up 

cost, no-load cost and running cost of each generating unit. Non-linear cost function is 

converted to linear segments using piece wise linearization.  

,, , , , , , , 1min ( * * )
w pv

s

i t j i i t i b b i t n

t T i I b B

o
C su Ln Cs g

  

= + +                          (6.1) 

Optimization problem is subject to power balance constraints as (6.2) 

,i t t

i I

G LN t T


=                      (6.2) 

, ,

( * * ) ( * * )
p av cap p av cap

t t

t w t pv

LN LF W W W PV PV PV= − −                  (6.3) 
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In Eqn. (6.3), net load is given as the difference between forecasted demand and load 

served by RES. Other constraints like generator start-up cost, minimum up/down time and 

ramping constraints are formulated in same way as proposed in chapter-4.  

6.2.3 Frequency Security Limit Based Generation Mix Optimization 

In this section, generation mix optimization sub-problem is formulated with frequency 

response constraints. This formulation would work as a performance evaluator for the 

main problem. System data and  demand profile is used to evaluate the total generation 

costs and PFR cost for the required time period. Generation mix is restructured with the 

expansion and contraction of some generation technologies. Hence, investment cost, 

invest
C of generators is considered in the total cost,

total
C . In this work, wind and PV 

generation expansion is considered. Large integration of wind and PV would create 

reliability and system security issues. Hence, this would give rise to loss of load 

probability or under frequency load shedding issues and in turn incurs societal cost. This 

cost is considered through increase in PFR requirements. PR  represents the Price/MW/ 

hr., primary response capacity from the conventional generation plants. For simplicity, 

PFR price is assumed equal for different responsive conventional generation. Now, the 

optimization problem could be represented as (6.4): 

,min (* )i t

t T i I

total o invest
C C PC PR

 

= + +                                (6.4) 

Subject to following frequency security constraints: 

Maximum value of ROCOF should satisfy minimum sysH  in case of maximum infeed 

loss, as mentioned in Eqn. (6.5). 
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0 max
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−
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                 (6.5) 

Constraint (6.6) takes care of available system inertial response, such that maxROCOF  

does not violate protection setting and cause instability. 

 max
, ,* * *eqload req

i t i i t

i I

H G H FL H t T


+                      (6.6) 

After deployment of inertial response available with the system, governor PFR is 

deployed with the maximum ramp rate. Constraint (6.7) ensures PFR adequacy. 
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max
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 −                     (6.7) 

Eqns. (6.8)-(6.14) provides governor droop setting and governor setting for providing 

PFR. In (6.8) equivalent droop curve is estimated and given in Hz/MW. Eqn. (6.9) ensures 

PFR adequacy following large frequency variations.  
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  −                       (6.9) 

Eqns. (6.10) and (6.11) maintains headroom availability and maintains governor 

droop. Eqn. (6.12) ensures generator commitment for enabled governor. Eqns. (6.13) & 

(6.14) assign   value zero for blocked governor mode and generators with high governor 

deadband.  
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Eqn. (6.15) determines the intermediate state frequency value. It depends upon generator 

PFR capacity, infeed loss value, load damping rate and forecasted demand. Its value 

should be less than nadirf . 
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6.3 Methodology 

In this work novel exposition of frequency response constrained generation mix 

optimization is proposed to uphold the system security criteria considering RES 

uncertainty and largest infeed loss of the system. Proposed method is complex to solve 

directly by single optimization. In this work an innovative technique is proposed to handle 
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the problem using multi-objective optimization. Flow diagram of the proposed approach is 

shown in Fig. 6.1. 

maxROCOF ROCOF

minnadirf f

minnadirf f=

maxROCOF ROCOF= ( )nadir avf F H=

( )avROCOF F H=

minnadirf f=

maxROCOF ROCOF=

maxCompute available ,PFR & RESsysH

Compute ,PFR, &ROCOFsys nadirH f

 

Fig. 6.1: Flow diagram of the frequency response constrained generation mix. 

First objective would take care of sub-operational problem with RES uncertainty 

characterization, while addition of candidate generators from available generation 

technology and resulting generation mix based on frequency security criteria is evaluated 

by second objective. At first, initial generation mix is evaluated using MILP based MIUC, 

and examined whether the frequency security criteria is violated. If it is violated, that 

shows the generation mix is already at optimal state, otherwise optimization would follow 

next step. 

Based on initial generation mix, assuming U  units are added to form the final 

generation mix without violating system security parameters. The optimization is divided 

into U cycles. In each cycle, one unit would be added as candidate generator and system 

security parameter is evaluated. Program is terminated, if security limit reaches. If 

ROCOF and frequency deviation limit is not violated, another unit would be added into 

the generation mix for the thu  cycle. The ( 1) thu +  cycle decisions would be determined 
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by the optimal generation mix obtained for thu  cycle, by repeating the above steps. The 

program would iterate U  times to obtain optimal mix. 

6.4 Case Study 

6.4.1 Data 

This section demonstrates the application of the proposed optimal generation mix model 

on one area IEEE 24- Bus RTS with installed capacity of 3405 MW [104]. The study 

considers 11 oil/steam turbine units, 9 coal/steam turbine units, 6 hydro turbine units, 4 

oil/combustion units and 2 nuclear units. System peak load is 2850 MW.  

Table 6.1: Generator Parameters 

Unit Type 

up
iG  

(MW) 

Number of 

units 

installed 

iH   

(s) 

iD  

(p.u.) 

db
iG  

(mHz) 

investC  

($/kW)  

Oil/Steam 12 5 2.6 0.05 15 962 

Oil/CT 20 4 2.8 0.05 15 714 

Hydro 50 6 3.5 0.05 15 2500 

Coal/Steam 76 3 3.0 0.05 15 1610 

Oil/Steam 100 3 2.8 0.05 15 962 

Coal/Steam 155 3 3.0 0.05 15 962 

Oil/Steam 197 3 2.8 0.05 15 962 

Coal steam 350 3 3.0 0.05 15 1610 

Nuclear 400 2 5.0 0.05 15 1610 

Wind 50 1 - - - 1240 

PV 50 1 - - - 1260 

Table 6.1 shows each generator parameters. This model considers frequency response 

parameters of different generation types. Hence, separate model for each generation type is 

avoided. Actual and forecasted demand for peak load day is shown in Fig. 6.2. Since, wind and PV 

generation expansion is considered in this work, generator data is modified to include the 

parameters for these RES. Wind & PV plant of 50 MW each is considered.  Nominal frequency 

(=50 Hz), governor droop (= 5%), dead band (=15 mHz), load damping rate (=1%/Hz) and PFR 

delivery time ( =10 s)  are considered as per National Grid standards [106]. Maximum ROCOF of 

1.2 Hz/s is considered for the studied test system, to avoid under frequency load shedding after 

largest infeed loss [113].There are two nuclear generators of 400 MW each, which represent 
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system’s largest capacity units. Out of these 2 units, outage of one is considered.  PFR capacity 

should limit frequency above 49.5 Hz. Maximum PFR requirement is taken as 30% of system’s 

total responsive capacity. Maximum governor dead band should be greater than 100 mHz for all 

generator units.  PFR price is assumed as 10 $/MW/hr. [114]. 

 

Fig. 6.2: Actual and forecasted load curve for peak load day [104]. 

 

Fig. 6.3: Frequency deviation in all the three cases. 

6.4.2 Generation Mix Following Frequency Security Limits 

This section analyses the optimal generation mix following frequency security criteria. 

Effect of largest generation outage on ROCOF and frequency deviation is analyzed and 

contribution from different generators is obtained. Three cases are considered: (i) Base 
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Case (without wind & PV) (ii) Wind as candidate generator (iii) PV as candidate 

generator.  

(i) Base Case (without wind & PV) 

This case considers initial generation mix available with the test system. It is observed 

from Figs. 6.3 & 6.4, ROCOF and frequency deviation values are within the limit, i.e., 

maximum ROCOF is 1.088 Hz/s and maximum frequency deviation is 49.818 Hz. This 

reflects sufficient inertia and PFR availability with the system. Generation contribution 

from different generators is shown in Fig. 6.4. As system frequency limit is not violated; 

candidate generators like wind and PV could be added to the initial generation mix. 

(ii) Wind as candidate generator 

In this case wind as candidate generator is added to the initial generation mix and system 

frequency security criteria are assessed. Wind power contribution to feed the demand over 

the day is shown in Fig. 6.5.  
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Fig. 6.4: Initial generation mix. 

Effect of uncertain wind generation on frequency deviation and ROCOF over a day 

could be seen from Figs. 6.3 & 6.5. It could be observed that maximum value of ROCOF 

is 1.183 Hz/s and maximum frequency deviation is 49.79 Hz. This is due to the fact that 

less number of conventional generators is committed to provide inertial response and PFR. 

However, these limits are within the prescribed security criteria.  
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Hence, additional RES generation unit could be added to further assess the system 

frequency response adequacy. 
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Fig. 6.5: Initial generation mix with wind as candidate generator. 
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Fig. 6.6: Initial generation mix with PV as candidate generator 

(iii) PV as candidate generator 

This case considers PV as candidate generator. Addition of PV along with wind generating 

unit made ROCOF to reach the maximum limit of 1.195 Hz/ s while maximum frequency 
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deviation reaches to 49.79 Hz/s as shown in Fig. 6.6. Non dispatchable wind and PV 

generating units jointly feeds MWs of demand, hence commitment of conventional units is 

lesser. This would result in high ROCOF and frequency deviation. Now, further addition 

of RES generating unit would lead to violation of considered frequency security criteria. 

Hence, obtained generation mix is considered as the optimal generation mix for the 

considered test system. 

 

Fig. 6.7: PFR contribution from Oil/CT generating units. 

 

Fig. 6.8: PFR contribution from Coal/Steam generating units. 

PFR contributions from generating units like Oil/CT, Coal/Steam, Oil/Steam and 

Hydro in all the three cases are shown in Figs. 6.7, 6.8, 6.9 & 6.10 respectively. It could be 

observed from Fig. 6.7 that Oil/CT plant’s PFR contribution is for few hours in case of 
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initial mix, however, in case of addition of wind generation, its magnitude and duration 

are higher compared to both the cases. In case of addition of PV generation, PFR 

magnitude is constant for most of the time period.  

 

Fig. 6.9: PFR contribution from Oil/Steam generating units. 

 

Fig. 6.10: PFR contribution from Hydro generating units. 

From Figs. 6.8 & 6.9, it could be observed that Coal/Steam & Oil/Steam plant’s PFR 

contribution is almost similar for the addition of wind and PV cases. In both, the cases 

magnitude of PFR is higher, because of their higher capacity and number in the overall 

generation mix. In case of Hydro generator as shown in Fig. 6.10, PFR contribution is 

almost negligible for most of the time. However, its maximum contribution is for the hour 

t18. Further, it is observed that in all three cases, nuclear-generating units are weak in 
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providing PFR and it is zero for the entire time interval. Therefore, its contribution is not 

shown here. 

Fig. 6.11 presents the overall PFR availability for all three cases. It is observed that 

PFR contribution is higher for initial generation mix. This is due to the fact that number of 

generators committed per hour is higher. In case of addition of wind and PV unit, net load 

is reduced. This would lead to displacement of conventional units, hence PFR availability 

is reduced in both the cases. This PFR reduction would cause higher frequency deviation 

and further lead to under frequency load shedding if sufficient response is not provided. 

 

Fig. 6.11: Available PFR in all the three cases. 

Table 6.2: Cost Performance 

Cases Operation Cost ($) Overall Cost ($) 

Initial Generation Mix 499368.5783 44703368.58 

Addition of wind 486216.2251 45930216.23 

Addition of PV 480444.8847 47184444.88 

6.4.3 Overall Cost Performance 

This section discusses the cost performance for all the three cases. It could be observed 

from Table II that operation cost is getting reduced with the addition of wind generation 

and it reduced more with the addition of PV unit along with the wind. This reduction is 

because of displacement of conventional units. Wind and PV unit’s operation cost is 
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negligible, as they are free from fuel cost. Hence, these units are not adding any amount in 

overall operating cost. 

Overall cost includes operation cost and investment cost. It could be observed from 

Table 6.2 that this cost is increasing from initial generation mix case to addition of wind 

and PV units. As the investment cost of wind & PV unit is higher.  This would increase 

the overall cost. In the proposed work single largest infeed loss is considered to estimate 

the PFR requirement for worst case contingency. Hence, generator outage probability is 

not considered. 

6.5 Conclusions  

This work presents a novel exposition of optimal generation mix formulation for inertial 

response and PFR adequacy with RES generation expansion. Wind & PV uncertainty is 

characterized pragmatically using forecasted upper and lower interval and inter hour ramp 

requirements are considered based on net load scenarios. Hence, wind & PV output is 

accurately captured. Three cases, i.e., (i) Base case (ii) Wind as candidate generator & (iii) 

PV as candidate generator are considered and carried out on one area IEEE reliability test 

system considering network security limits. Rate of change of frequency (ROCOF) setting 

and frequency deviation is considered as frequency security limit to obtain optimal 

generation mix. Results obtained provide optimal generation output, PFR contribution and 

overall cost performance from different generating units.  It is analysed that operation cost 

is reduced with the addition of wind and PV generation. However, the overall cost is 

increased because of the high investment cost of wind & PV unit.  Optimal generation mix 

is obtained through step by step evaluation of system frequency security criteria.  

 Proposed framework has potential to assist SO, to enhance system’s inertia & PFR 

adequacy at short-term operations and could be enhanced for achieving economical 

generation mix considering network security limits in a long-term planning framework. 
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Chapter – 7 

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS FOR 

FUTURE WORK 

7.1 General  

The electrical power system is a complex, dynamic and interconnected network. The 

formidable challenge for power engineers is to maintain the system frequency within the 

specified limits. Dynamic power consumption pattern cause continuous generation-load 

imbalances. This imbalance should be corrected within the permissible operational time 

frames, to avoid the system frequency variations. Large frequency variations may cause 

emergency issues like UFLS and further lead to serious threats to the stability and security 

of the system. Hence, constant frequency and generation-load balance are identified as the 

primary challenge for smooth operation of power systems. 

Rapid installation of wind/PV farms into the grid would displace the conventional 

generation at a fast rate. Bulk penetration of these generation sources have significant 

impact on power system security and reliability, due to uncertain and intermittent 

generation characteristics.  Displacement of conventional generation would reduce the 

system inherent frequency response capability. Hence, maintaining system frequency 

response adequacy and the prospect of new generation technologies interfacing with the 

grid create a range of system operational issues for the SO.  

This necessitates a wider understanding of the research challenges arising out of large 

penetration of RES in the grid and how evolving system technologies and modelling could 

be used to maintain reliable and secure system operation.  

This research attempts to develop a mechanism for frequency response adequacy with 

the large integration of uncertain wind & PV generation sources. A novel framework for 

the assessment of role and value of frequency response in the system operation framework 

mapped with frequency security criteria like ROCOF, Frequency Nadir, and Steady-state 

frequency is developed. This addresses multiple concerns associated with frequency 

response adequacy such as comprehensive modeling of dynamic frequency evolution after 

contingency, uncertainty characterization, and representation in system operation. 

Developed models and approaches have been illustrated through realistic case studies. A 

summary of the main findings of the research work carried out in this thesis and future 
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scope in this area are presented in subsequent sections. Outcomes of this research would 

be helpful to understand the frequency response challenges with large integration of RES. 

7.2 Summary of Significant Findings 

Due to RES uncertainty, system operations like scheduling and dispatch becomes 

challenging decision-making problem. Accurate modeling of involved uncertainties is 

necessary to solve these decision-making problems. Hence, research work in this thesis 

begins with modelling of wind and PV generation uncertainty.  

This research work considers scenarios & modified interval approach for uncertainty 

modelling. In the scenario-based framework, uncertainty is treated as a stochastic process 

and represented through scenarios. Accurate representation of uncertainty generally 

requires a consideration of a large number of scenarios, thus necessitating the need for 

scenario-reduction algorithms for fast calculation. In the present work, efficacious 

algorithms have been proposed for scenario generation and reduction. Scenario 

generation algorithm is based on time series ARMA model, while the reduction algorithm 

utilizes the concept of probability distance.  

The proposed algorithms have been implemented for wind & PV power scenario 

generation and reduction located at Illinois Institute of Rural Affairs, USA. Obtained 

results clearly show the strength of the proposed algorithms for modeling wind & PV 

power uncertainty.  

Scenario-based stochastic approach model RES uncertainty precisely, but requires 

computationally demanding simulations. In this context, in this work modified interval 

approach is proposed. Interval forecast already exists in the literature; it is a robust 

technique, which requires less computational effort than the stochastic approach. In the 

proposed modified interval model, the advantages of interval and scenario approaches are 

incorporated. Uncertainty is modeled using upper and lower bounds, as in the interval 

formulation, but inter-hour ramp requirements are based on net load scenarios and hence 

accurately capture the expected wind output. Wind & PV uncertainty is characterized by 

ramping scenarios. 

Proposed scenarios and modified interval are used to characterize uncertainty in the 

frequency response constrained generation and PFR scheduling, prediction of system 

inertia condition and optimal generation mix for frequency response adequacy framework, 

as discussed in subsequent paragraphs. 
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Wind/PV generation uncertainty modelled through scenarios and modified interval 

approach is extended in frequency response constrained SUC and MIUC computational 

framework. Large wind/PV generation in existing power system increase the requirement 

of frequency response services, as the existing wind/PV generators are weak in providing 

inertia and PFR. This necessitates optimal PFR schedules from UC. Various 

computational techniques have been proposed to obtain the cost-efficient combination of 

controllable generation units, which may effectively respond to penetration from 

intermittent wind/PV generation while maintaining minimal generation cost. 

This work contributes by proposing a novel, computationally fast MIUC formulation 

framework to include system’s frequency response constraints. The framework directly 

aims to contain initial transient frequency behavior within the prescribed system security 

criteria, following the largest infeed loss. It performs PFR scheduling of committed 

generators, required to make frequency stable at an intermediate state, following the 

largest infeed loss. It characterizes wind/PV generation uncertainty pragmatically in the 

proposed MIUC and SUC problem using ARIMA model, through rigorous scenario 

analysis.  Further, it demonstrates the efficacy of proposed MIUC model through the 

systematic comparative assessment with SUC, for their PFR scheduling performance; the 

impact of variation of FR parameters on operation cost and wind curtailment; and for 

computational and cost performance with varying wind penetration. Computationally fast 

solutions obtained through the proposed MIUC model, within acceptable time intervals, 

can strongly benefit system operations with fast FR.  

This work is further extended by presenting a notion of inertia and PFR forecast for 

the low carbon power system. Currently, SOs hardly assess system inertia impact to 

calculate future PFR requirement, which is planned/procured for an expected worst-case 

contingency. There is a limited understanding of system behaviour to provide inertia & 

PFR with high renewable penetration. An understanding of these requirements during 

such contingencies would provide knowledge about permissible renewable penetration 

that grids could withstand, following network regulations. Frequency-related issues, such 

as the operation of frequency controlled reserves, ROCOF protection setting, UFLS, and 

PFR deployment speed requirement need a proper assessment of available system inertia 

for secure system operation. As system inertia condition varies over a day’s time, fixed 

PFR estimation based on the worst-case scenario is not efficient. Hence, it is imperative 

to forecast system inertia for upcoming hours, considering the current operation status of 
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all generators. Using this information, expected system inertia could be calculated for 

each hour.  

This work contributes by proposing a novel exposition and methodology to predict 

system inertia condition on one area IEEE RTS with incremental RES generation, 

following the largest infeed loss. ROCOF and frequency at maximum deviation are 

considered as a security criterion to obtain maximum RES penetration limit considering 

network codes. Investigate the impact of variation in frequency security parameters on 

operation cost and wind & PV curtailment, to obtain suitable ROCOF setting for 

minimum RES curtailment. Results provide information of forecasted inertia and PFR, 

along with maximum RES limit, without violating system security criteria. This would 

corroborate SO in decision making for UC and economic dispatch and pragmatically 

handle inevitable contingencies, like largest infeed loss. Further, the impact of variation 

in frequency security criteria on operation cost and RES curtailment is analysed. This 

helps to identify appropriate ROCOF settings for minimum operation cost and RES 

curtailment.  

Finally, this thesis contributes by proposing a novel exposition of optimal generation 

mix with the objective of reduced operation cost while maintaining systems’ frequency 

response ability. Assess PFR adequacy with diversified generation mix and analyse 

overall cost performance for different generation mix cases. Three cases, i.e., (i) Base 

case (ii) Wind as candidate generator & (iii) PV as candidate generator are considered 

and carried out on one area IEEE reliability test system considering network security 

limits. ROCOF setting and frequency deviation are considered as frequency security limit 

to obtain an optimal generation mix. Results obtained provide optimal generation output, 

PFR contribution and overall cost performance from different generating units.  It is 

analysed that operation cost is reduced with the addition of wind and PV generation. 

However, the overall cost is increased because of the high investment cost of wind & PV 

unit.  Optimal generation mix is obtained through step by step evaluation of system 

frequency security criteria.  

The research work presented in this thesis offers an innovative mechanism to mitigate 

inertial response and PFR challenges through enhanced frequency control capability of 

power systems. This is an evolving research area for the industry and requires novel 

mechanisms to handle the same. The area lies at the confluence of multiple streams of 

knowledge, where electrical engineering, economics, and regulation merge. Such studies 
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help to develop an understanding of inter-relation between issues arising from different 

fields of knowledge. The present work provides an understanding of frequency response 

mechanism and its associated issues such as wind & PV power uncertainty, PFR 

requirement with variation in system inertia condition and optimal generation mix 

modeling in a comprehensive framework. The issues handled in this work would continue 

to attract research interest.   

7.3 Recommendations for Future Work 

Research and development are a continuous process. Each step of research work opens 

many avenues for future research. As a consequence of the investigations carried out, a 

variety of issues pertaining to frequency response adequacy in power system operation has 

been handled with consideration of wind & PV power uncertainty. Though there are 

several inter-related issues to be resolved, some require urgent attention due to their wide 

implications. Following are some of the aspects, identified as a promising area for future 

research work in the realm of study:   

i. The presented scenarios & modified interval algorithms could be further improved 

by using advanced forecasting models like ECMWF (EU Climate Model) or GFS 

(NOAA Climate Model) and incorporating information about numerical weather 

predictions. 

ii. Presented scenario reduction algorithm in this thesis is iteratively eliminating the 

generated scenarios. Such iterative elimination of scenario requires large 

computational time when the preserved scenarios are small as compared to 

generated scenarios. Thus, the present scenario reduction process could be 

accelerated by defining new measures for scenario elimination. 

iii. Synthetic inertia provision from wind turbines/PV is believed to play an important 

role in supporting the frequency response performance in the future low carbon 

power system. Proposed work could be extended by proposing modelling synthetic 

inertia contribution from wind & PV 

iv. In addition to modelling synthetic inertia contribution from wind & PV plant, it is 

challenging to incorporate synthetic inertia into a UC model, since there is 

uncertainty associated with aggregated synthetic inertia from wind turbines/PV. 
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The proposed research work could be potentially extended to characterize this 

uncertainty in the generation scheduling framework.  

v. Currently, inertia and PFR related ancillary service market mechanism do not have 

explicit provisions for incentivizing or mandating PFR. This work could be 

extended to develop a market mechanism for system inertia and PFR provision in 

low carbon power system.  

vi. Enhancement in the energy storage technology with faster response time for active 

power balance during contingencies proposed work could be improved by 

investigation of role and value of frequency response support from energy storage 

technology.  

vii. In this work, frequency response assessment is mainly focused from generation 

side, this work could be extended by considering the response from the demand 

side. Response from interruptible loads and design of contracts for the same could 

be the key research area for the extension of the proposed work.  

viii. Electric vehicle technology is gaining a wider attention due to its vehicle to grid 

feature. Proposed work could be extended by the development of the framework 

for electric vehicles participation in frequency response. 

ix. Proposed system inertia prediction model uses RES generation and load 

forecasting in day-ahead scheduling and estimates PFR requirement. This work 

could be improved by the development of real-time models for system inertia and 

PFR requirement prediction. 

x. Proposed models and algorithms could be further illustrated by practical case 

studies based on larger test systems.  

xi. Proposed optimal generation mix model for securing frequency response adequacy 

considers short-term system operation, in addition to this largest generator outage 

is considered in the proposed work. This work could be extended for a long-term 

planning framework and consideration of generation outage probability.    

Apart from these issues for future research, large-scale wind & PV power integration 

would pose several unique system operation and planning challenges for system operators. 
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APPENDIX A 

 

A.1 One Area IEEE Reliability Test System 

The line diagram of one area IEEE RTS has been obtained from [104] and shown in Fig. A1. 

The relevant line and generating unit data is represented in Tables A1 and A2, respectively. 

 

Fig. A1: One area IEEE RTS Configuration. 
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Table A1: Line Data of One Area IEEE RTS  

Line Reactance  (p.u.) Maximum Power (MVA) 

1 -2 0.0146 175 

1 -3 0.2253 175 

1 -5 0.0907 175 

2 -4 0.1356 175 

2 -6 0.2050 175 

3 -9 0.1271 175 

3 -24 0.0840 400 

4 -9 0.1110 175 

5 -10 0.0940 175 

6 -10 0.0642 175 

7 -8 0.0652 175 

8 -9 0.1762 175 

8 -10 0.1762 175 

9 -11 0.0840 400 

9 -12 0.0840 400 

10 -11 0.0840 400 

10 -12 0.0840 400 

11 -13 0.0488 500 

11 -14 0.0426 500 

12 -13 0.0488 500 

12 -23 0.0985 500 

13 -23 0.0884 500 

14 -16 0.0594 500 

15 -16 0.0172 500 

15 -21 0.0249 1000 

15 -24 0.0529 500 

16 -17 0.0263 500 

16 -19 0.0234 500 

17 -18 0.0143 500 

17 -22 0.1069 500 

18 -21 0.0132 1000 

19 -20 0.0203 1000 

20 -23 0.0112 1000 

21 -22 0.0692 500 
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Table A2: Generating Unit Data of One Area IEEE RTS 

Unit Number Bus Number Maximum Power (MW) Unit Group Unit Type 

1 1 20 U20 Oil 

2 1 20 U20 Oil 

3 1 76 U76 Thermal 

4 1 76 U76 Thermal 

5 2 20 U20 Oil 

6 2 20 U20 Oil 

7 2 76 U76 Thermal 

8 2 76 U76 Thermal 

9 7 100 U100 Oil 

10 7 100 U100 Oil 

11 7 100 U100 Oil 

12 13 197 U197 Oil 

13 13 197 U197 Oil 

14 13 197 U197 Oil 

15 12 12 U12 Oil 

16 12 12 U12 Oil 

17 12 12 U12 Oil 

18 12 12 U12 Oil 

19 12 12 U12 Oil 

20 12 155 U155 Thermal 

21 16 155 U155 Thermal 

22 18 400 U400 Nuclear 

23 21 400 U400 Nuclear 

24 22 50 U50 Hydro 

25 22 50 U50 Hydro 

26 22 50 U50 Hydro 

27 22 50 U50 Hydro 

28 22 50 U50 Hydro 

29 22 50 U50 Hydro 

30 23 155 U155 Thermal 

31 23 155 U155 Thermal 

32 23 350 U350 Thermal 
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